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1
2

CHAIR TAVARES:

(Gavel).

Will the meeting of the Energy

3

and Economic Development Committee please come to

4

order.

5

Danny Mateo, and Councilmembers Robert Carroll and

6

Dain Kane of the Committee, and we're also joined

7

this morning by Councilmember Wayne Nishiki.
This morning we have from the Office of

8
9

Let's recognize that we have our Vice-Chair,

Economic --

10

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

Mr. Hokama.

Oh, I'm sorry.

Mr. Mateo?

I said him

first.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Mr. Hokama.

Vice-Chair.
Mr. Hokama.

Oh, Mr. Hokama, a member of the Committee.

17

Oh, that's right.

18

late and he snuck in on me.

19

members present from the Committee, so that's great.

20

From Economic Development, Office of Economic

He told me he was going to be
Thank you.

We have all

21

Development we have Lynn Araki-Regan and Kalbert

22

Young; from Corporation Counsel, John Kim; and from

23

our Staff, our Analyst, Lance Taguchi; and our Legal

24

Analyst, David Raatz.

25

Our Secretary is Tammy Frias.

This morning we have two items on the agenda.
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1

The first one is Number 14, Maui County Business

2

Resource Center.

3

Maui Solar Roof Initiative Program.

4

going to do first is we're going to turn the program

5

over to Lynn Araki-Regan, who will give us a

6

presentation on the Business Resource Center.

7

that, the members of the public who have signed up

8

to testify may testify.

9

taking a short break and then going into the MECO

The second item is Number 13, the
What we're

After

Following that, we will be

10

presentation on the Solar Roofs Initiative, because

11

we need to set up the screen and things like that.

12

All right?

13
14
15

And thank you very much for being here.

Okay, with that, Ms. Regan, would you like to
start.
ITEM NO. 14: MAUl COUNTY BUSINESS RESOURCE CENTER

(C.C. No. 03-251)
16

17

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Okay, thank you, Chair Tavares.

Good

18

morning, everyone.

Good morning, Members of this

19

Committee.

20

the memorandum dated September 10th, 2003, which

21

described in detail the concept and the purpose of

22

the Maui County Business Resource Center.

23

to just say a few words, if I may, in addition to

24

what was provided to you.

25

Development Coordinator, one of my goals for the

I believe all of you received a copy of

I'd like

As the County's Economic
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1

Office of Economic Development is to assist in the

2

creation of greater economic diversification.
According to an October 1999 Comprehensive

3

4

Economic Development Strategy, also known as CEDS,

5

prepared by the Maui Economic Development Board,

6

Inc. for the County's Office of Economic

7

Development, one strategy to assist in the creation

8

of such greater economic diversification was to

9

develop a centralized business and entrepreneur

10

information center and data bank to assist in the

11

creation of new business and self-employment

12

enterprises.

13

one to three years OED would develop and maintain a

14

one-stop shopping business and entrepreneur

15

information center and data bank and publicize the

16

existence of an availability of resources at the

17

center.

18

The 1999 report indicated that within

Furthermore, when I was first appointed to

19

take on this role as Economic Development

20

Coordinator in January, one of the first initiatives

21

that was proposed to me and my office was this

22

concept of a business resource center.

23

years have elapsed since that report in 1999, and

24

we're here today to humbly ask for your support to

25

finally make this plan a reality by recommending the

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

adoption of the proposed resolution to allow

2

non-profit organizations, some of whom are

3

represented personally today, to partner with the

4

Office of Economic Development to provide a

5

concerted and collaborative effort to improve

6

business concerns, to provide greater access to

7

business development information[ ease opportunity

8

for work force development [ create a more

9

attractive[ business-friendly environment, and allow

10

for more centralized physical location for wide

11

language of business and work force assistance and

12

services.

13

To address people's concerns about it being

14

physically located on Maui and not on Molokai and

15

Lanai, you know, we're working to address this issue

16

by providing video conferencing services so that

17

whatever class -- classes, workshops, sessions that

18

we hold at the Business Resource Center would be

19

accessible via video conferencing with Lanai

20

business people[ as well as Molokai.

21

Furthermore, in the November 14th, 2003 issue

22

of The Maui News there was an article that discussed

23

the perception that Hawaii is not a

24

business-friendly State.

25

Economic Development strongly believes that the

The County's Office of

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS,
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1

establishment of this Business Resource Center would

2

be one step to attempt to change this perception.

3

Just a few -- just briefly I'd like to

4

discuss the many assets of the Business Resource

5

Center on Maui.

6

Maui Mall in the former Hula Bowl unit, which

7

doesn't require improvements because it is -- there

8

is a store front and there are individual offices in

9

the back, which makes it really nice.

It is going to be located at the

It's -- being

10

located in Maui Mall, we believe it's located in a

11

highly visible and accessible location.

12

Central Maui, and, you know, it will create a highly

13

visible retail center with user friendly and

14

customer-oriented resources and assistance, which

15

will be promoted aggressively to new market target

16

groups which have not typically utilized the

17

programs and services that are offered.

18

It's in

We want to position the Maui County Business

19

Resource Center as a leading customer service

20

contact point for effective assistance to small

21

businesses in Hawaii, including loan, marketing,

22

financial and business development information from

23

not only the County of Maui, but other State

24

agencies and non-profit organizations.

25

to use this Business Resource Center to assist the

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

women in Maui County through working with the Hawaii

2

Women's Business Center to attain financial

3

self-sufficiency and independence through the

4

development of financial management skills, career

5

and entrepreneur development.

6

advantages and benefits that the center will offer[

7

and I believe we have quite a bit of testimony

8

that's going to be offered later on today.

9

But

l

There are many other

you know, the problem that we're trying

10

to address is that to date there has been no single

11

operation in Maui County which currently -- which

12

offers the combination of focused small business

13

information, resource, and hands-on applications

14

that would be available at the Business Resource

15

Center at Maui Mall.

16

All the various organizations currently are

17

housed in different towns throughout the island,

18

making it very time consuming for the disadvantaged

19

youth and business community to gain access to these

20

services.

21

business require an innovative approach that

22

minimizes the small business person's commitment of

23

time and energy in locating various assistance

24

resources by maximizing access to those critical

25

resources in one accessible location.

The evolving dynamics of the world of
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9

I again humbly ask for your recommendation to

2

adopt the proposed resolution before you.

3

you.

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

7

Thank you, Lynn.

Mr. Young, do you have anything you would

5

6

Thank

like to add at this time?
MR. YOUNG:

Just real briefly, Madam Chair and Members.

8

That in proposing this project, the Office of

9

Economic Development did engage in a level of

10

research with two facilities that currently exist

11

within the State.

12

island of Oahu.

13

that the State had created as a facility to

14

encourage prospective business owners or existing

15

business owners expand their business by providing

16

them services that are directly offered by the

17

State, such as business registration through DCCA,

18

GE tax licensing offered through the Department of

19

Taxation.

They're both located on the
There's a Business Action Center

20

And the other center or facility on the

21

island of Oahu is the Small Business Resource Center

22

that is established by the City and County of

23

Honolulu.

24

as a model for Maui County because it is very

25

similar in concept to this Maui County Business

And this center is one that we looked at

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

Resource Center, In that the County -- or the City

2

and County of Honolulu has provided the facility

3

located centrally in downtown Honolulu and it is

4

occupied or utilized by several non-profits, many of

5

which are actually included in this resolution

6

before you today.

7

here on Maui as well, namely, the Hawaii Women's

8

Business Center, an office of the U.S. Small

9

Business Administration.

And they would look to establish

The Small Business

10

Advocate for the City and County of Honolulu is

11

actually located in that facility in downtown

12

Honolulu as well.

13

So I wanted you to be assured that there was

14

a level of research and background information in

15

establishing this project, and, again, I would like

16

to reiterate a lot of the points that

17

Ms. Araki-Regan had already pointed out, that this

18

is a concept that would be good for the citizens of

19

Maui, the businesses of Maui County, and I would

20

also encourage your support.

21

Chair.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you, Madam

Thank you, Mr. Young.

Okay, Members, at

23

this time I would like to start our public testimony

24

portion.

25

song and dance here, it's three minutes initially

And if -- testifiers, you know the usual

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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and then you will have a choice of either one minute

2

to conclude your remarks at that time or at the end

3

of the first three minutes request to come back for

4

a second three minutes, which would be done after

5

all testifiers have had a chance to present their

6

testimony.
Also, as a reminder r if you have pagers and

7

8

cell phones and other devices which may interrupt

9

the meeting if it goes off r please put it on the

10

silent mode or turn it off or whatever.

And since

11

we have such high powered business people in here,

12

I'm sure you've all got your cell phones and pagers

13

with you, so please make sure that that's off.

14

appreciate it.

I

All right, the first to testify will be Lynne

15

16

Woods from the Chamber of Commerce, and she will be

17

followed by Steve Rose.
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

18

19

MS. WOODS:

Good morning, Madam Chair.

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

MS. WOODS:

Good morning, Lynne.

Committee Members, good morning.

Aloha.

My

22

name is Lynne Woods, and I testify before you today

23

as President of the Maui Chamber of Commerce on

24

behalf of our business membership.

25

first say, yea, Lynn, this is a fabulous project.

And I have to

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS r INC.
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1

We have long worked with the community in terms of

2

economic development.

3

been a strong topic we've all been involved in for

4

quite some time.

5

for this proposed Maui County Business Resource

6

Center and the resolution before you today.

7

authorization of the license agreements to entities

8

within Maui County that offer assistance to new and

9

existing businesses would be of great benefit to --

Diversity of our economy has

Our organization expresses support

Your

10

to the business community and those organizations

11

working to stabilize and diversify our economic

12

environment.

13

Organizations as those listed in the

14

resolution need a central location in which they can

15

meet their clients.

16

are constantly reminded that those same

17

organizations don't have the finances to support

18

central locations, as we are sort of scattered all

19

over the islands and in many places on the island.

20

I can certainly speak to the importance to the

21

chamber, as we will have some room in this office

22

for Made in Maui, which is growing rapidly, and the

23

programs that have been developed for Made in Maui

24

now have gotten to the point where they need a

25

permanent home.

As in budget deliberations, you

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS,
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I wanted to address Molokai, Lanai, and Hana,

1

2

as they have joined us in economic development,

3

either by developing their own chambers or by

4

becoming member -- committee members with the

5

chamber.

6

to our island.

7

they come here, they do not have a central location

8

to work out of, and this facility will really offer

9

that.

They need a place to meet when they come
It is often we go to them, but when

And I know the Molokai -- Barbara from the

10

Molokai Chamber of Commerce comes over often and is

11

successful working for her chamber, and this will be

12

a great home for her to work out of.

13

We congratulate Lynn Araki-Regan on her

14

initiative and for her many efforts on behalf of

15

economic development in Maui County.

16

this opportunity to appear today.

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, thank you, Lynne.

Thank you for

Any questions for

18

the testifier?

19

the Made in Maui program will be housed in this

20

area, this new area, if we have it.

21

MS. WOODS:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, I have one, Lynne.

You said

Uh-huh.
And what kind of financial support is

23

going to be coming from the chamber or from the Made

24

in Maui program, if any?

25

MS. WOODS:

Made in Maui, you are going to hear from our

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

Chairperson from Made in Maui after me, Steve Rose.

2

Made in Maui is a program that is a trade

3

organization developed to market a brand called Made

4

in Maui.

5

working on a lot of new programs.

6

that some of these new programs will begin to

7

develop revenue that we would actually be able to

8

participate in some form of rent, and we are right

9

on the verge of bringing our organization to that

It is now some 16 members and we are
It is our hope

10

point.

11

office

12

overgrown and taken up, and so for all the work that

13

our Chairman is doing, we haven't had work for him

14

and he's been working out of his home, which makes

15

it tough for him to communicate with all of our

16

members.

17

to participate with some financial assistance, and

18

of course we will carry our own load in terms of our

19

utilities and equipment and those kinds of things.

20
21

22

So the initial assistance for a place -- our
our chamber office is -- is sort of

CHAIR TAVARES:
questions?

So we are hoping very quickly to be able

Okay.

Thank you/ Lynne.

Any other

Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Good morning, Ms. Woods.

23

24

MS. WOODS:

Good morning.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Help me understand the difference

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

between what is being proposed before us and what

2

role the chamber plays in our community.

3

MS. WOODS:

The chamber -- you know, as we look at all the

4

organizations that are in Maui County looking after

5

economic development, the chamber has sort of put

6

itself in the place that if you are an existing

7

business on Maui or you want to start a business on

8

Maui, we step to the plate and there are a number of

9

areas that we will assist you.

We do business

10

education.

We work with the college and any other

11

of the institutes that offer education by helping

12

them promote and then we fill in the gaps that are

13

left out.
We work with other agencies to help them get

14
15

their programs in focus! and I'll talk -- for

16

instance the Molokai Chamber of Commerce, I go over

17

and help them with their strategic planning and in

18

the process of helping them develop their own Made

19

on Molokai program.

20

difference between the two islands makes it very

21

difficult to have them sort of focus on what's over

22

here.

23

product is and how do we get their product out into

24

the world.

25

Because the geographic

So we need them to focus on what their

The Chamber of Commerce also is a business
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1

advo cate.

2

Stat e regi stere d lobb yists , and a huge amou nt of
our

3

prog ram at the cham ber is to advo cate on beha lf
of

4

busi ness at the State and Coun ty leve l, work ing
with

5

our elec ted offi cial s.

6

I think I am one of two regi stere d

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

My ques tion is more wha t's the

7

diffe renc e betw een what is bein g prop osed to us
and

8

what your role is?

9

desc ribe, and corr ect me, is you'v e desc ribed some

Righ t now what I've hear d you

10

redun danc y.

11

that you folk s alrea dy do.

12

MS. WOODS:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

This is bein g aske d to do some thing

No.
And so if I'm wron g, plea se corr ect

14

me and poin t out the diffe renc e.

15

simi larit ies, but the diffe renc e in what you folk
s

16

do and what is bein g prop osed for us toda y in this

17

reso urce cent er.

18

MS. WOODS:

Not the

We do not prov ide a one- stop serv ice for

19

orga niza tions to meet the requ irem ents of the -of

20

the appr opri ate gove rnme nt and thei r rule s and

21

regu latio ns, A, to star t busi ness es or to carr yon

22

to grow to make chan ges.

23

year s ago attem pt to orga nize a one- stop , but

24

fina ncia lly it was impo ssibl e for us to be able
to

25

coor dina te it and to coor dina te a loca tion .

The cham ber did abou t five
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sort of fit in different niches r but there isn't an

2

organization here on Maui that provides that one

3

stop what licenses do I need r what tax forms do I

4

need to fill out r all those kinds of issues.

5

don't have places where we can hold classes r which

6

this facility -- we're very excited about this

7

facility adding classroom spacer because the college

8

is often full and we don't have those available.

9

really this effort is sort of pulling together a

10

We

So

number of services that really nobody has right now.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Thank you.

SOr Lynne, do you envision this -- this

13

place as being like the beginning part of a business

14

and then once they get established, then they join

15

you guys as the chamber?

16

MS. WOODS:

Yeah, that's part of it.

And I know that

17

also

18

efforts of the OE -- the Office of Economic

19

Development is working with MEDB in attracting new

20

businesses.

21

out of this center as well.

22

bring -- right now when you bring a new potential

23

business person to Maui County, they have to take

24

them allover the island to visit everybody.

25

one of the comments we get from prospective

I really feel that one of the major, major

So a lot of that work can come -- come
Because you can
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1

businesses is it's really hard to kind of get this

2

coordinated and figure out everything that we have

3

to do.

4

is done with MEDB and -- because they focus a lot on

5

attracting new businesses -- can work out of that

6

center, and then it is a time also that we can begin

7

to connect, because we kind of pick up with them

8

after they've arrived.

9

Now the efforts from OED and the work that

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

10

MS. WOODS:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

Uh-huh.
Any further questions?
Thank you

l

Yes, Mr. Mateo.

Madam Chair.

13

the question is not for the testifier.

14

for the Department.

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Madam Chair,
It would be

Okay.
Thank you.

Good

17

morning.

18

an item that Ms. Woods mentioned.

19

find out what the connection would be between OED,

20

MEDB, and the chamber?

21

you know, a definite overlapping because of what

22

these organizations do and what they represent.

23

can you tell me what connection would be between OED

24

and these two additional entities?

25

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

How are you?

Good morning.

Just wanted to continue on
I just wanted to

Because there seems to bel

We all work together.

We closely work
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1

together, and I believe the Office of Economic

2

Development strives to provide a concerted and -- I

3

guess we're the facilitators.

4

organizations together.

5

We try to avoid overlapping as much as possible, but

6

when MEDB needs government presence to maybe help

7

facilitate discussions on bringing in new

8

businesses, when we -- when there are chamber issues

9

that involve government issues, that is when our

We bring these

We meet on a regular basis.

10

office, primarily our Small Business Advocate, works

11

with organizations like the chamber, MEDB, and -- in

12

bringing everyone together and bringing I guess the

13

government's point of view.

14

And, you know, oftentimes they're very -- I

15

mean there are various organizations, okay, not just

16

MEDB, Maui Chamber.

17

Library, SBDC{ Molokai Chamber of Commerce, MCC

18

Center for Entrepreneurship, but I think our role is

19

to bring these people together, collaborate, provide

20

a concerted effort in improving business concerns in

21

general.

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

There's a Business Research

So the three organizations would really

23

be working together creating one vision, one

24

direction, one purpose in recognizing the need in

25

generating more business interest in Maui -- on Maui
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20

island or in Maui County?

2

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Definitely.

3

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

So there is a definite connection

4

between what you're doing and these two other lead

5

organizations are also doing so nobody's spinning

6

wheels on their own?

7

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

8

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

9

10
11

I don't believe so.
Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Any other questions?

If not,

thank you, Ms. Woods.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Oh l

Yes, yes.
I'm sorry, Mr. Kane.
With that final statement, that

15

raises an issue that I guess we need to wrestle

16

with, because the chamber has made a decision to

17

become politically active, and I think you need to

18

address that.

19

you -- and you campaign in elections for and against

20

politicians.

21

that now, because you folks take positions -- and

22

forgive me for the tough question.

23

tough question, because you've taken positions now.

24

And what Ms. Regan just said is that you folks all

25

work together and it's, you know, this big unison

You -- you support candidates and

And so how are we going to deal with

I think it is a
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1

thing and this whole focus.

2

political entity.

3

how are you going to deal with that separation?

4

Because there needs to be some separation.

5

MS. WOODS:

So now you've become a

You need to help us understand

It is -- that is a really very, very good
The Chamber of Commerce last year --

6

question.

7

during the last election, before the last election

8

formed a political action Committee under the house

9

of the Maui Chamber of Commerce.

There are no other

10

of these agencies that have the non-profit status to

11

be able to do that.

12

(c) (6), and most of the rest of these organizations,

13

if they're not tied to the college, are a

14

And those

15

lobbyists or political advocates.

16

the services in this community that the chamber does

17

for the business -- for our business environment.

The chamber is a non-profit

(c) (3) .

that category does not allow them to be
That is one of

18

The work that we will be doing with this

19

center will be through Made in Maui, which is a

20

manufacturers -- product added and expanding,

21

because we're beginning to -- to work with growers

22

and also we'll be looking at an art guild.

23

pure economic development, and it is a trademark

24

registered trademark both Federally and at the State

25

level, and it will be the only component under the
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1

umbrella of the Chamber of Commerce that will be

2

focused in this -- in this new center so that there

3

is really quite a separation.
The chamber does economic development.

4
5

chamber does business advocation

6

the chamber does business advocacy.

7

with other organizations is in that economic

8

development arena, not in the political arena.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Ms. Woods?

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

How many personnel do you have in

I have five employees, including myself.
And how do you derive the money to

support the personnel overhead?

17

MS. WOODS:

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20

Any other questions for

the chamber that are paid?
MS. WOODS:

19

The overlap

Mr. Nishiki.

14

16

education and

Thank you.

11

13

The

My budget is designed around membership dues.
So you receive no money from

government at all?
MS. WOODS:

If I write -- if I do receive money from

21

government, it would be under an economic

22

development grant that would be program specific.

23
24

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Have you received money from

government?
MS. WOODS:

I have received economic development grants
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1

from OED, OED Office over the past -- I don't get it

2

every year.

3

write a grant to the benefit of Made in Maui to work

4

on their economic development.

5

Chamber of Commerce has a foundation, a (c) (3)

6

foundation, and if OED or sometimes the State wishes

7

to give a grant to an organization that does not

8

have experience with management of grants, then they

9

ask the chamber to do all their bookkeeping for them

It depends on whether I apply.

I will

I also -- the

10

and we manage the money for them.

11

that for private foundations, for the County, and

12

for the State.

13
14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And the money that you derive from

grants are for programs or for overhead?

15

MS. WOODS:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Strictly program specific.
What is your payroll for your five

17

employees in totality?

18

give me a guess.

19
20
21
22

And we have done

MS. WOODS:

I don't care to know what --

If you don't know, it's all right.

Yeah, it's about $100,000 approximately.

I

have a $378,000 total budget.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And you now currently house your

office where?

23

MS. WOODS:

I'm at 250 Alamaha in Kahului.

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

MS. WOODS:

Okay, thank you.

Uh-huh.
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1

CHAIR TAVARES:

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

4

MS. WOODS:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

7

Any further questions?
I'm done.

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Woods.

Thank you.
All right, next is Steve Ross -- Rose, I'm

sorry, Steve Rose, will be followed by Anna Ribucan.
MR. ROSE:

Aloha, Madam Chairman, Committee Members.

My

I'm the Chairperson of the Made

8

name is Steve Rose.

9

in Maui Trade Association.

Made in Maui is over 70

10

members, from our smallest businesses on Maui

11

people that put down floor tile, to our largest

12

sugar and pineapple company.

13

based around the Made in Maui registered trademark

14

which appears on our members' products.

15

l

Our association is

Made in Maui has gone under reorganization.

16

Although we are housed in part of the Chamber of

17

Commerce, we are basically a non-political,

18

brand-promoting association.

19

which is to promote the Made in Maui brand and

20

manufacturers that participate in our program.

21

We have one purpose,

This one-stop center is a wonderful idea for

22

the island of Maui and our members.

One of the best

23

examples are the elevators in this building.

24

mean, I had a meeting last week with Lynn

25

Araki-Regan, and first finding parking and then
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1

getting up in the elevator, as a businessman r was

2

one challenge.

3

research library out in Kihei is another challenge.

4

Most of my members are not aware of most of the

5

services that are available to them, unless they

6

actually do research.

And then to go out and see the

To have a one-stop center where they can come

7

8

in and actually see all the services that were

9

available, and especially services like the Small

10

Business Administration, which is important to our

11

ongoing businesses, would be key.

12

place where we could have educational seminars and

13

places to meet would be very, very useful.

14

Maui is going under a very big expansion over the

15

past year and plans to expand more next year.

16

intend to brand this island of Maui and have people

17

when they get here know that Made in Maui means

18

something, and it means quality and it means local

19

service, local people, local pride, and I truly

20

support this one-stop center on behalf of my members

21

and myself.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

To also have a

Made in

We

Aloha.

Thank you, Mr. Rose.

Any questions for

23

Mr. Rose?

24

right, Anna Ribucan, will be followed by Dan Regan.

25

MS. RIBUCAN:

Seeing none, thank you very much.

Good morning.
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1

CHAIR TAVARES:

2

MS. RIBUCAN:

Good morning.
Good morning.

My name is Anna Ribucan, and

3

I'm here to represent the University of Hawaii Maui

4

Community College Office of Continuing Education,

5

and I'm the Program Chair for the Center for

6

Entrepreneurship.

7

strong community of entrepreneurs that will support

8

the long-term vibrancy of Maui's economy by offering

9

cutting edge information through education,

And our mission is to build a

10

entrepreneurial support services, and outreach

11

programs.
The Center for Entrepreneurship offers a

12

13

business plan writing class three times a year, and

14

in the fall we hold our annual business writing

15

contest.

16

services, which is a business incubator without

17

walls.

18

we work with them to identify workshops and computer

19

classes and ways to help them to be successful.

20

provide business plan help and a know-how network of

21

industry mentors to answer questions.

22

looking for new ways to support businesses in the

23

community.

24
25

We also have the entrepreneurial support

When a business enters into the incubator,

We

We're always

Entrepreneurs see opportunities where other
people see barriers.

We need to develop and teach
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1

entrepreneurs.

2

energy and vision that new commerce generates.

3

need to be a community working together and thinking

4

outside the box.

5

planning stages! there are so many steps to take to

6

be successful.

7

resources to help them expand and stay ahead of the

8

competition.

9

to be in and operate businesses.

We need to take advantage of the
We

When businesses are in the

Established businesses search for

Maui needs to make it a little easier

10

The Center for Entrepreneurship of Maui

11

Community College is committed to help man and

12

support the Maui County Business Resource Center.

13

We are pleased to be part of the network connecting

14

Maui to the business world.

15

of the Economic Development! Hawaii Small Business

16

Development Center! Hawaii Business Research

17

Library! SCORE, and SBA, Hawaii Women's Business

18

Center! and Maui -- Maui Economic Opportunity! each

19

of these organizations brings a speciality

20

generating a synergy to benefit business.

21

all willing to do our share to make the Maui County

22

Business Research Center a success.

23
24
25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

The Maui County Office

We are

Thank you.

Any questions for Ms. Ribucan?

Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I read a letter from the
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1

City and County and they've got a similar center.

2

Does the university there also playa role in how

3

this center operates?

4

MS. RIBUCAN:

You're talking about

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

MS. RIBUCAN:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And--

Sorry.
It seems to be the same model as

8

what is in Honolulu, and I'm just curious what you

9

see your role as and is it similar, or are you

10

familiar with the experience that one faces in

11

Honolulu?

12

MS. RIBUCAN:

No, I'm not familiar with what's happening

13

in Honolulu, although Lynn Araki-Regan and Kalbert

14

have researched that.

15

researched it.

16

in this, bringing -- bringing the things that we do

17

already and hopefully expanding that into a location

18

where people are more -- are able to find us, where

19

we can connect with the others that are -- like the

20

Maui Economic Opportunity and Small Business

21

Development Center who we work with closely anyway,

22

but it's

23

together in one place.

24

in a

in the political arena there at all.

25

just

we're there as a resource to the people

I haven't personally

We would be just one of the partners

you know, we're not -- we're not
So I don't -- I don't see us
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1

trying to start businesses.

2

want to be involved and why we think this is a

3

really good project.

4
5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And so you see yourself supplying

manpower there?

6

MS. RIBUCAN:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

MS. RIBUCAN:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

10

That's why we -- why we

Well, I
Human bodies there.

Yes.

MS. RIBUCAN:

Yes.

Working there.

Our commitment is to spend at least 20

11

hours a week at the center, you know, having someone

12

there, would be myself or maybe someone else from

13

the college that's maybe a business instructor or so

14

forth, so that we can answer questions.

15

what it helps

16

What it helps us with is getting to be in touch with

17

people wanting to start businesses and offering them

18

the educational opportunities that we have at the

19

college.

20

And -- and

of course everything's a win-win.

If someone is wanting to start a business and

21

they need some

22

maybe do Quick Books or they need an Excel class or

23

they need a business plan writing class or some

24

coaching and helping there, then -- then they know

25

where we are.

some basic information on how to

We can help them.

It helps in our
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outreach to actually physically be there where the

2

people starting businesses are going to start

3

looking.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Just following up on that, we're being

6

televised today, so you want to put in a commercial

7

for when your next class is?

8

MS. RIBUCAN:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

10

plans.

11

MS. RIBUCAN:

Thank you.
For the business -

writing business

We'll be starting another session right

12

after Christmas, the end of the January, and our

13

business plan class for the fall session finishes

14

this Thursday and we will have our contest December

15

4th at 6:00 o'clock,

16

going to give away some dollars.

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

class?

19

MS. RIBUCAN:

20

And how many people are in this

Well, we typically have about 15 to 16

people in a class.

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

MS. RIBUCAN:

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

24

Maxwell.

25

Okay.

(inaudible) 225, and we're

MR. REGAN:

Oh, okay.
Uh-huh.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Okay, Dan Regan, will be followed by Gary

Good morning, Madam Chair and Council Members.
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I'm the CEO for MEO Business

1

My name is Dan Regan.

2

Development Corporation.

3

establishment of the Maui County Business Resource

4

Center.

5

to make first contact with new and existing

6

businesses on Maui and provide them with the

7

resources needed to start or improve their

8

operations.

9

Our company supports the

This center presents a unique opportunity

Our company takes an active role in providing

10

training, access to capital, and technical

11

assistance to many small businesses in Maui County.

12

Through our partnerships with financial institutions

13

such as the American Savings Bank, Bank of Hawaii,

14

City Bank, and First Hawaiian Bank, and our

15

non-profit economic development partners such as the

16

Small Business Development Center Network, the

17

Hawaii Business Research Library, Maui County --

18

Maui Community College's Entrepreneurial Center, Alu

19

Like, and Lokahi Pacific, we will be in a position

20

to direct clients to the resources that best support

21

their goals and objectives.

22

We realize that true economic development is

23

a cooperative effort, with support provided by the

24

organization best suited to the needs of the

25

clients.

MEO BDC intends to offer that support by
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1

having a loan fund manager available on site to

2

assist clients.

3

operation of the Business Resource Center -- excuse

4

me -- by providing office equipment, networking

5

support, and a portion of the operating expenses for

6

the first year.

7

will be as successful as the business centers on

8

Oahu and we really support it.

9
10
11
12

CHAIR TAVARES:

We will support the overall

We absolutely believe that the BRC

Thank you, Dan.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.

I'm sorry, what's the name of your

company?
MR. REGAN:

MEO Business Development Corporation.

It was

13

referred to as ME -- Maui Economic Opportunity, but

14

the real name is MEO Business Development

15

Corporation.

16
17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
here?

18

MR. REGAN:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

MR. REGAN:

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

We are an affiliated corporation of that.
Okay, thank you.

You're welcome.
Any other questions?

Thank you,

Mr. Regan.

23

MR. REGAN:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

So you're under the MEO group down

Thank you.
Gary Maxwell, will be followed by Ruth

Corn.
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Good morning, Madam Chair, Esteemed Members

2

of Council.

My name is Gary Maxwell.

I'm the

3

Senior Attorney of the Legal Aid Society of Hawaii,

4

and some months ago Lynn Araki-Regan asked me --

5

told me about the Business Resource Center and asked

6

me would this benefit our clients, and my gut

7

reaction was yes, it would, and I talked about it

8

with some of the other members at our office.

9

lot of our clients, while they're poor, have very

And a

10

good ideas and very good skills, but they can't seem

11

to translate those ideas and skills into formulating

12

their own business, and we believe that the resource

13

center could be an opportunity for them to do that.

14

Also, along the lines of getting to the place

15

where they could be on their feet and self

16

sufficient, often by living in poverty certain

17

people develop certain problems, and often they're

18

legal problems, so we -- Legal Aid could assist in

19

helping those clientele of the Business Resource

20

Center work on some of those legal issues that they

21

have to help get them out of the way as being

22

obstacles to them, say, starting their own business.

23

And as far as Legal Aid's role or involvement

24

in this, the way that I see it is more that we

25

would -- as attorneys we would offer our services to
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1

the Resource Center to do debt counseling, to have,

2

say, a bankruptcy clinic.

3

extinguish their debt before starting a business, we

4

could help them to do that.

5

could help them to deal with some of their legal

6

problems that they have that are obstacles in the

7

way of them starting a business.

8

classes on legal rights and responsibilities as far

9

as starting a business, business formation, and some

People needed to

As I mentioned

l

we

We could do

10

of the rights and responsibilities that go along

11

with that.

12

a nutshell as far as how I believe it could help our

13

clientele and how Legal Aid could be involved in it.

14

So that's the -- that's basically it in

On a personal note, since I do have this

15

opportunity, I would like to let the Council know

16

that I've been working in public service since I was

17

16 years old, and I've been working as a lawyer in

18

public service for almost 20 years.

19

it this bad.

20

in poverty, and I've never seen the effects of that

21

poverty be so great with respect to the severity of

22

the conditions that people are living in with ice,

23

with the drug problems, the violence in the homes.

24

I've never seen it this bad.

25

people get a leg up and out, whatever we can do,

I've never seen

I've never seen so many people living

And if we can help
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it's greatly appreciated.

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

3

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

4

MR. MAXWELL:

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

6

7

Thank you very much.

Any questions for Mr. Maxwell?
Thank you, Madam Chair.

Have -- have you ever used MEO's

Business Resource Center services?
MR. MAXWELL:

Sometimes -- yeah, sometimes we do refer

people over there and what not.

9

relationship with MEO.

11
12

Good morning.

Good morning.

8

10

Mr. Mateo.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

We have a good

And have you tracked your people who

you have referred?
MR. MAXWELL:

Some of them come back and say they got

13

some of them come back and what

14

really quite fit into a certain category or what not

15

and some of them have gotten some good help.

16
17
18

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

they didn't

And the difference between using MEO's

services and OED's one stop would be what?
MR. MAXWELL:

I think it would be more expansive at the

19

Business Resource Center, maybe a little more

20

connection into the collaboration of the other

21

community groups that are involved.

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

23

MR. MAXWELL:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

MR. MAXWELL:

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Thank you.
Thank you.

Mr. Maxwell.

Yes.
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CHAIR TAVARES:

Just one more question.

How much time do

you see Legal Aid Society spending at this center?
MR. MAXWELL:

It actually would be dictated I think by
you know, if we find

4

what the need is, what we

5

that there's a lot of people that need our services,

6

then it will be greater.

7

amount right now, but we do think that we could at

8

least provide these bankruptcy clinics maybe once a

9

month, and that could be one or two classes,

We don't have a defined

10

possibly three.

11

responsibilities course, we could do that, say, once

12

or twice a month, something like that.

13

kind of how I see it, but if the need is greater, I

14

think we could work it in to be able to provide our

15

services.

16
17
18
19

CHAIR TAVARES:

And as far as the rights and

So that's

So you don't see yourself actually

occupying a space in the center?
MR. MAXWELL:

No, not occupying a space, but utilizing the

space, say in the evenings or what not.

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

MR. MAXWELL:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

All right.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Any other questions?

No.

Okay, Ruth

23

Corn, will be followed by Jane Sawyer, and Jane

24

Sawyer is the last person signed up to testify.

25

there's anyone else who would like to come forward,
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1

please walk down the aisle there and sign up so we

2

can make sure we get you heard.
Thank you for being here, Ruth.

3

4

MS. CORN:

Thank you for having me.

Good morning, Council

5

Members, Charmaine.

I'm Ruth Corn.

I'm the Library

6

Director of the Hawaii Small Business Research

7

Library.

8

Kihei.

9

to speak in favor of the BRC.

We're located in the Technology Park in
I'm excited today to have this opportunity
I was thinking

10

humorously as we were talking about this years ago

11

when we were choosing a name for the library we were

12

tossing around the idea of being the BRC, the

13

Business Research Center, but this is -- to me, it's

14

everything that everybody has said before me.

15

a win-win.

16

BRC will bring to the citizens of Maui County.

17

It's

We're excited about the promise that the

To me, it's a proactive move, it's a smart

18

move.

I've seen a lot of -- of course being a part

19

of the SBDC network that the library is a division

20

of, I've been on Oahu and I've seen firsthand how

21

the center operates there, and it is very popular.

22

And it's interesting to see people from all walks of

23

the community come in and using the computers,

24

taking classes all in one place.

25

has an opportunity to shine here.

And I think Maui
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I think it's three -- possibly three or four

2

years the Business Research Library has been

3

producing this pamphlet for the County, Starting a

4

Business in Maui County.

5

a good step and it's been very well received.

6

almost in every corner of the County.

7

this as just one step.

8

should be at the Business Research Center

9

Business Resource Center, along with we will have a

That was a step.

That was
It's

But I see

This is something that
or the

10

room there for David Fisher, who could not be here

11

today, he's teaching a class, but he would use a --

12

have a room at the center and he would be there to

13

counsel people once a week.

14

I envision my services as being an extension.

15

I cannot leave the Technology Park because we're so

16

tied into the very valuable resources there, the

17

high tech communications, the valuable databases,

18

but I can share them through a space at the center,

19

and we envision having a mini library, reference

20

library in place where people can come in and either

21

call us or reach us by computer, as they do now.

22

But somehow having the resource center there is just

23

a very professional way of doing things.

24

25

We have the Maui County Data Book, we have
our brochures that will be there, we have the
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1

starting business pamphlet, but it means so much

2

more to have the physical space to have these things

3

located.

4

happen for the Hawaii Business Research Library, and

5

just sitting here I was thinking there are three

6

words that come to mind.

7

location, location, location.

8

center in three ways, partner, partner, partner.

9
10
11
12

MR. TAGUCHI:
MS. CORN:

Extension services is the way it will

Network, network, network, and access, access,

access.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.
Thank you, Ms. Corn.

Ms. Corn?

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

comments.

18

last comment.

19

location.

20

in a better location?
MS. CORN:

I think of this

Three minutes.

13

21

You often hear the word

Any questions for

I've got one.

Mr. Hokama.
Thank you for sharing your

I was particularly interested in your
You mentioned location, location,

So why isn't, then, your research library

Why isn't our library in a better location?

22

Primarily because of the ties and the networks that

23

we have currently going in the Technology Park.

24

have a memorandum of agreement with the Air Force,

25

and through that I'm providing a mechanism for
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1

transfer of very powerful electronic databases and

2

they're quite expensive.

3

a year.

4

and having access to those I can make those

5

available to our people in the County.

Some of them can be 26,000

This is something that by being in the park

Today library research has become so

6
7

sophisticated I can search a database and if I find

8

something that's a very good article or a very good

9

press release or Dun & Bradstreet or company

10

information, there's an option on the screen where I

11

can send that off as an email or I can print it out,

12

there are several options.

13

that we would not be able to have in the BRC, and so

14

it will just be a further extension of connection.

15
16
17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

But these are things

Then why wouldn't we look at the

BRC be at -- where your location is?
MS. CORN:

Well, the service is a combination of

18

electronic access as well as walk-in access, and we

19

do have quite a few people.

20

reported quarterly to the County through our grant

21

that we have with you! but we have, oh, anywhere

22

from 70 to 100 people come in per quarter.

23

there are things that you just need some hands on.

24

There are people here who have expressed problems.

25

They're ongoing businesses and they have their

Our statistics are
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business here in Kahului or Wailuku or even Lahaina,

2

and it's such a difficult thing for them to get away

3

on their lunch hour and come over to the Business

4

Research Library.

5

facilities here, we will have our research requests

6

at the center, and those will be picked up on a

7

weekly basis.
And I currently come to the Kahului Library

8
9

So if we have some of our

to pick up materials, because we are part of the --

10

we are a census depository library.

11

lots of ways that we can make this work for more

12

people and for senior people who have trouble.

13

There -- you know, there are many people in

14

wheelchairs.

15

working on starting a business and it would be much

16

easier for her to come here, expense of gas-wise,

17

gas and time and that kind of thing.

I have a woman currently who is

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

MS. CORN;

20

CHAIR TAVARES;

21

So there are

Thank you.

You I re welcome.
Any other questions for Ms. Corn?

If not,

thank you very much.

22

MS. CORN;

Thank you.

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, our last testifier -- I don't see

24

anybody running down the aisle to sign up, so our

25

last testifier for this morning will be Jane Sawyer.
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Good morning, Council Members.

Thanks for

2

the opportunity to be here and talk to you about

3

Small Business Resource Centers.

4

District Director of the U.S. Small Business

5

Administration.

6

the Assistant District Director I oversee almost all

7

of our counseling and training programs throughout

8

the district, that includes the Small Business

9

Development Center Networks, our Women's Business

I'm the Assistant

My office is in Honolulu, and as

10

Centers, our SCORE chapters, and our Business

11

Information Centers.
Our center there, my purpose in being here,

12

13

is really to tell you a little bit about the impact

14

that a resource center could have on your community

15

because we have historical data to back those things

16

up.

17

but I want to tell you a little bit about the

18

experience.

19

here early enough.

20

operate in Honolulu has been very well used and has

21

grown continually since we started.

22

fiscal year we had over 9{000 visits in the center,

23

and over two-thirds of those were repeat visits.

24

That means that these people were coming back again

25

for either additional workshops, to work

Ruth said she was excited about the promise,

If I can give you -- I'm sorry I wasn't
Okay.

The center that we

In the last
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1

independently in the computer lab, to do research,

2

to meet with a counselor, and they

3

to come.

they continue

We have increased -- the center has grown

4
5

every year

6

about 4,400 square feet.

7

center or a training room that will accommodate

8

about 40 people, has a resource library, and it

9

includes the OED's -- City and County of Honolulu's

l

and the center that we're in now is
It includes a training

10

Office of Economic Development Small Business

11

Advocate offices with uS

12

Center, SCORE, the Women's Business Center, and then

13

SBA kind of supervises or manages the entire

14

program.

15

I

Small Business Development

We started in 1995 with about 1,200 square

16

feet and continued to grow.

17

into this center just two years ago and the demand

18

is so high that we're looking for more additional

19

space.

20

provide services, since we have a State-wide

21

responsibilities or district-wide responsibilities,

22

is to be -- form an alliance and become a partner in

23

Maui County's Resource Center.

24
25

Right now we've moved

We think one way that we can really help

Our clients, out of those people who come
across our door, we found in a survey just about a
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1

year ago 54 percent are business owners, 72 percent

2

say they need financing, 52 percent are women, 68

3

percent are minority.

4

and 250 workshops every year.

5

program is to help businesses start, grow, apply for

6

financing, find resources, create jobs.

7

taxes.

8

heard people speak of, we have a center where a lot

9

of non-profits do come and participate, utilize the

10

We offer between 200

240

The focus of the

We cover

A lot of the different areas that you've

center.

11

We have also used as a community hub where

12

the Filipino Chamber now has a place to meet, the

13

Martin Luther King, Jr. Foundation group has a place

14

to meet and plan for their activities every year.

15

The PTSA does training for the parent teachers in

16

our facility.

17

to help address the needs of the community in the

18

evenings and on weekends because our partners are

19

committed to helping us make this happen.

20

We have expanded hours.

We're open

We found that instead of, you know, seeing

21

competition between the groups, it has really

22

enhanced how they work together.

23

some overlap, but they help identify specialized

24

skills, they help refer people back and forth.

25

may have a single client who has used the services

There obviously is
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1

of the Small Business Development Center, gone to

2

workshops with the Women's Business Center! and then

3

go to see a SCORE consultant on a -- on a different

4

matter dealing with managing or building their

5

business.
The way we feel we can help this center is to

6
7

bring SBA resources and additional resources that

8

we've found are very! very popular at our resource

9

center to Maui.

It will also give us a place where

10

we can do loan and financial counseling!

11

particularly on SBA programs, because that is one of

12

our goals is to increase our market penetration here

13

in Maui County.

14

our Molokai satellite that we've been operating for

15

a couple of years and are

16

attempting to expand.

17

and SCORE and

18

MR. TAGUCHI:

19

MS. SAWYER:

20

in the -- right now

So we think it will help SBA

Three minutes.
-- Small Business Development Center if we

can get this project going here on Maui.

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

It will also provide us a link with

Thank you.

Any questions for Ms. Sawyer?
One question! please.

Mr. Hokama.
Your program, what is your

definition of minority, since you mentioned 68
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percent is minority?
MS. SAWYER:

Well, we -- we go by the Federal definition,

3

and that -- there are socially and economically

4

disadvantaged groups that are already predetermined

5

and mostly that would mean ethnic and racial

6

minorities, so they do consider, you know,

7

American -- Asian Americans, native Hawaiians,

8

native Americans

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10

MS. SAWYER:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

12

13

For us --

-- Hispanics.
For us, tell us what group is not

considered a minority in Hawaii.
MS. SAWYER:

A Caucasian male.

Women are not presumed to

14

be a minoritYI so I would not be a minority.

15

are also in a lot of the SBA programs, when you

16

look --

17
18
19

I

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

There

But you could qualify in another

category as a minority?
MS. SAWYER:

I could qualify if I could prove the case

20

with a preponderance of evidence that I was socially

21

or economically disadvantaged, so it would vary, and

22

there are other levels of definition, but that's the

23

basic -- or line.

24

report the minorities here, they're all self

25

reporting, so it is also their indication that they

All the minorities, when we
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1

belong to a minority group.

2

exclusions.

3

sophisticated and very detailed as you go into

4

different kinds of programs.

5

There are some

That definition can get very

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

The basis for your definition is

6

again, please, some type of Federal legislation or

7

language?

8
9

10
11
12

MS. SAWYER:

I would have to look it up.

defined in our -- the Small Business Act, but I
could find that for you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

MS. SAWYER:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

Thank you.

I would appreciate it,

Chair.

13

16

I'm sure it is

Okay.
Thank you.

Thank you.

Ms. Sawyer, before you run

away, why wouldn't the SBA be doing this project?
MS. SAWYER:

It's a -- that is a good question, and one

18

that I probably send forward quite often, because

19

our Small Business Resource Center is not funded

20

with Federal dollars.

21

and we put in the resources that SBA will provide to

22

the extent that our budget allocation allows.

23

effort began probably about 10, 12 years ago to

24

develop these community-based centers, and they were

25

designed as private/public sector partnerships.

It operates independently,
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1

So the most succ essfu l ones -- and our cent er

2

was numb er one cent er in the natio n two year s
ago

3

and we'r e numb er four this year , as a lot of publ
ic

4

sect or supp ort has gone into some of the othe r
large

5

cent ers and they 've grow n.

6

thing s that 's been very inte resti ng to have this

7

prog ram be very succ essfu l, and I think it is

8

beca use of the partn ersh ip effo rt and the priv
ate

9

sect or invo lvem ent, and we have the Stat e invo
lved

So it's one of thos e

10

throu gh the Smal l Busi ness Deve lopm ent Cent er
and we

11

have

12

when we move d into this larg er build ing

13

Coun ty actu ally buil t out the spac e.

14

abou t $400 ,000 in build ing out the spa8 e,

15

we cove r -- throu gh all the reso urce paIt ners
and

16

deve lopin g prog ram incom e throu gh work shop s and

17

othe r acti vitie s, we -- we supp ort the ongo ing

18

oper ation so it does n't come out of the City and

19

Coun ty budg et or the SBA budg et.

20

supp ort, mate rials , and simi larly we wrlt e gran
ts to

21

heJp supp ort the

22
23

24
25

the City and Coun ty's invo lved .

CHAIR TAVARES:
lfJr.

We

Beca use
City and

T:h.ey inve sted
and then

pr,)v ide staf f,

prog~am.

Okay , thank you.

Any quest i-::;r1 s?

Mate o.

VICE -CHA IR MATEO:

Than k you, Madam Chai r.

Se in

reco gni zing the me,l ti tude of serv ices :::-:eA dC2if
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1

provide, in your negotiations or considerations of

2

being a participant in this OED center{ is there --

3

is there an ideal of the kind of time SBA will be

4

putting into this center or are you considered an

5

anchor type of agency in this center or what is your

6

understanding of the kind of time would be

7

available?

8
9

MS. SAWYER:

One of the -- one of the areas where we're

looking to provide a lot of support is through the

10

development of the SCORE chapter or the SCORE branch

11

on Maui.

12

do workshops, and I don't think we'll have a

13

full-time office{ but we're looking at how we can

14

support SCORE or share with SCORE and potentially

15

have a consultant here to -- say a financial

16

consultant, a loan consultant from SBA here at least

17

once a month.

18

Through my staff we'll be coming over to

We would also then -- we've talked about

19

bringing over some of the more successful workshops

20

or training people in the same models that we use,

21

our orientations, our Microenterprise 101, a number

22

of these different kind of activities.

23

we know there are a lot of resources in the

24

different organizations on Maui, and we're hoping

25

that we can just support them or find out --
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1

identify where the pukas might be that we have the

2

expertise to fill in.

3

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

5

curious.

6

here every day to give us all this information, so I

7

really appreciate your being here, but under SBA

8

programs -- so you're -- you're not part of the

9

Federal government?

10

MS. SAWYER:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

MS. SAWYER:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MS. SAWYER:

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

I have another question, just because I'm
And we don't get people of your caliber

Yes, we are.
You are part of the Federal government.

Yeah, SBA's an independent Federal agency.
Okay.

And the mission is to help small businesses

15

start, grow, create jobs, and prosper, make money,

16

of course so they can pay taxes/ right?

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

Yes, that's the whole purpose, right.

In

18

your brochure here/ the programs and services, and

19

I'm just looking at the first page where it has

20

financial assistance and the loan programs.

21

you are only covering the loan programs under SBA.

22

So you don't cover any of the other loan programs of

23

the Federal government, as far as Department of

24

Agriculture loans, for example?

25

MS. SAWYER:

Now,

We have basic information, and that's one of
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the good things about this type of center.

It

2

becomes a really good referral hub.

3

able to have information and discuss those things,

4

and quite honestlYI there are often times when we

5

have someone come to SBA for a loan and we look at

6

their package and saYI you need to go to ag because

7

you're going to get much better terms than SBA.

8

We're a loan guarantor.

9

on the books to make direct loans, say, to veterans,

So we would be

So though we have programs

10

they haven't been funded for the past 15 years.

11

we work with other commercial banks and financial

12

institutions to guarantee loans so that that will

13

encourage them to make some of those riskier loans

14

and get money out into the community.

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

And I did hear you correctly that you said

16

that the State DBEDT Small Business Advocate is

17

housed in your office?

18

MS. SAWYER:

DBEDT Small Business Advocate is not.

The

19

County's

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

Oh, the County's.

21

MS. SAWYER:

Small Business Advocate is there.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

OkaYI that's the person that's there.

23

MS. SAWYER:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

So

Uh-huh.
Okay.

Thank you very much for that

clarification.
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MS. SAWYER:

Uh-huh .

2

3
4

. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

CHAIR TAVARES:

Any other questions?

If not, thank you

very much.
Members, we're going to take a short break

5
6

before we get into the discussion, so let's have a

7

break and meet back here at 10:15.

8

(Gavel) .

9

RECESS:

10: 04 a.m.

10

RECONVENE:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

session.

13

Recess.

10 : 18 a. m.

(Gavel)

Okay, the meeting is now in

Thank you, Members.

At this time I would like to turn the program

14

back over to Ms. Araki-Regan, and could you please

15

more specifically go through the resolution that's

16

before uS

17

in the discussion or have him lead the discussion,

18

that's fine, because I think members have questions

19

regarding this resolution for the license agreement.

20

I

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

and if you would like to include Mr. Kim

Okay.

Well, in the first paragraph, as

21

we indicated, the Office of Economic Development

22

will be and hopes to establish the Maui County

23

Business Resource Center to provide free assistance

24

to the public in starting and operating a business

25

in Maui County, and I think that was elaborated
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through the various testimonies from our partners.
We believe, as I mentioned, that the Business

3

Resource Center will be a valuable asset to Maui

4

County by providing, as I mentioned, a concerted and

5

collaborative effort to improve business concerns,

6

providing greater access to business development

7

information, and easing the opportunity for work

8

force development, creating a more attractive,

9

business-friendly environment.

And Maui Mall, the

10

Maui Mall location was selected because it is a

11

centralized physical location for -- to offer a wide

12

range of business and work force assistance and

13

services.

14

As I mentioned earlier, as indicated in

15

paragraph 3 of the resolution, the CEDS report, the

16

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy report

17

of 1999, clearly identified Maui County's need to

18

develop a one stop shopping business and

19

entrepreneur center.

20

this resolution is to grant a license agreement to

21

the various partners outlined in the resolution

22

without a fee for the public purposes that we've

23

explained.

24

non-profit and governmental entities to use and

25

occupy the Maui Mall unit.

And basically the purpose of

The purpose of this is to allow

And it's my
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1

understanding that a license agreement, because of

2

the length of stay they will be at the center, that

3

a license agreement is required to be issued to each

4

licensee to allow them to utilize the facilities.

5

We're requesting that at this point that the

6

business assistance entities that are listed in the

7

resolution be granted license agreements without a

8

fee for the purpose of providing free assistance to

9

the public in starting and operating a business in

10

Maui County and that the Mayor be allowed to

11

negotiate and execute any and all documents

12

necessary to facilitate the purpose of this

13

resolution.

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MR. KIM:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Mr. Kim, you have any comments?

Not at this time.
Okay.

I've been around here for about

17

seven years, and I don't believe I've ever seen a

18

document like this come through where we're

19

pre-approving what might be coming up later.

20

this is a new thing for us, so please excuse my

21

concern.

22

the license agreements as they are negotiated for

23

our approval?

24

Administration's point of view why you would want to

25

do this, but I think we need to answer that

So

So my question is why would you not submit

I mean, I can understand from the
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1

question, because it's -- the responsibility appears

2

to be resting with the Council to review and approve

3

different grants of -- or licenses for County real

4

property.

5

first.

6

You want to give us an update for that, the Maui

7

Mall space?

8
9

Who is the -- well, let's go to the lease

Let's talk about the lease for the space.

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Well, we've been working with Deputy

Corporation Counsel Traci Fujita-Villarosa in

10

assisting us to negotiating the lease terms with A&B

11

Properties.

12

such as Charlie Buckingham at A&B Properties, and

13

the rent -- the rent, along with the retail

14

merchants association dues, as well as the common

15

area maintenance fees is $1.64 per square foot, and

16

in talking with Charlie [sic] Vicens, who's present

17

today, he indicated that it's well below the market

18

value.

19

square foot than what is offered to businesses

20

currently at Maui Mall.

21

She's been working closely with people

It's I think approximately $1 less per

We believe it's a good deal.

We've made

22

numerous attempts -- our office has done extensive

23

research in looking to see what other properties are

24

owned by the County to see if we can have a similar

25

business resource center on an existing County
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1

property, but unfortunately, as you know, I mean

2

with the County building as packed as it is, you

3

know, our own departments are renting space from,

4

you know, buildings that aren't owned by us and it

5

is a problem that we're facing at the present time.

6

So having looked at County facilities to see

7

whether we could house our Business Resource Center

8

at a County facility,

9

there's none available.

that's not possible because
And having looked at

10

various other places, we concluded that the Maui

11

Mall was the best location -- was the best location

12

in light of the price, in light of the visibility,

13

and the fact that there doesn't need to be very much

14

improvements because it's -- it's designed in a way

IS

that we can just move in, which is really great.

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Could you clarify another issue for

17

us, that there will be no retail sales in this areai

18

is that correct?

19
20

21
22

23

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Well, as outlined in the memo dated

September lOth, there was -CHAIR TAVARES:

Yeah, see you had a retail component

discussion in there.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Yeah.

A portion of the -- to draw even

24

more people into the Business Resource Center to see

25

all the various services we offer at the Business
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1

Resource Center, what we're hoping to do to offset

2

some of our costs is to establish a County store.

3

And we've received extensive support from

4

organizations such as the Police Relief Association,

5

the Fire Department Relief Association, the

6

Lifeguard Association to sell some of the products

7

that they already sell within their own offices and

8

offer such goods to not only our residents, but

9

visitors as well as, cruise ship people.

And

10

hopefully through the revenue that we hope to

11

generate at the store, we'll be able to offset some

12

of the expenses for the retail -- for the Business

13

Resource Center.

14
15

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, questions?

Mr. Hokama, followed by Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

First question to you, Chair, is

17

you'd just like to focus on the resolution itself at

18

this time?

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

Yes, uh-huh, if we could do that.

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Then I will do so.

21

Besides the concern that the Chair has already

22

stated regarding the retail option, and since it's

23

on the record, I hope they report it to Finance

24

Committee, all these agencies that's getting retail

25

sales in their reports to us when they come before
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1

us in budget.

2

or not Mr. Kim.

3

Corporation Counsel has drafted this proposed

4

resolution t one of the whereas clauses states all of

5

the areas that the office believes is relevant in

6

the granting of this license of the Maui County

7

Code t particularly Chapter 3

8

40.200

9

grant such a consideration t and then we go to

My first question would be as Mr.
He's the representative.

t

As

using subchapter

which refers to the Council's authority to

t

10

Chapter -- subchapter 36

11

as .150.

t

and you state .090 as well

12

Mr. Kim, but that chapter relates

13

specifically to requests submitted by the Maui

14

County Grants Review Committee, that they shall put

15

forth those requests.

16

wellt since it is stated, these subsections which

17

deals with the Maui County Grants Review program and

18

how grant requests come forward to us, is this an

19

appropriate resolution for us to even consider at

20

this morning's meeting?

21

MR. KIM:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

MR. KIM:

24

25

So since you state the --

With respect to not having those
Can you use your mike.

I'm sorry.

With respect to not having those

licenses available for review?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I would think even the resolution
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1

would be a request, and, you know, you -- the first

2

thing you -- that this resolution states is

3

subclause .090, grants of real property.

4

talks about the Committee shall submit its request.

5

It doesn't say the Department shall submit its

6

request, the agency shall submit its request.

7

just says the Committee, and in the definition the

8

Committee is the Maui County Grants Review

9

Committee.

This does not come from them.

10

coming from OED.

11

concern here for us?

12

MR. KIM:

It just

It

This is

So is there a legal technicality

In reviewing this portion of the resolution,

13

it -- and actually in total, at this point in time

14

asking you to go and without having the licenses

15

agreement as well as the lease not in hand, this may

16

be premature.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that.

Also,

18

part of the chapter that this goes through say that

19

we need to follow still yet sub -- subpoints .100,

20

.110,

21

that the County assumes no liability for the -- I

22

guess the sublessees, Ms. Regan?

23

them that

24
25

.120,

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

.130,

.140.

Under .100, is it clear

Is it clear to

Yes, and that is outlined in the license

agreement that was drafted by Traci Villarosa.
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not sure if you have a copy of the draft.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay, we don't have that.

I just

3

would ask if we move forward, Chair, that we would

4

reiterate the liability clause so that it is clear

5

for everyone.

6

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

I believe if you haven't received a copy

7

of the license agreement, Mr. Kim has copies

8

available.

9
10

CHAIR TAVARES:
property?

11

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

MR. KIM:

14

15
16

17

This is the license agreement for the

Yes.
For the space -- okay.

Yeah, I was handed this this morning.

This is a

draft of the license agreement.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

If you could give it to Lance,

he'll pass it out.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

It's kind of difficult -- I don't mean

18

to speak on behalf of Mr. Kim, but Traci Villarosa,

19

our Deputy Corporation Counsel, has -- was the one

20

who prepared the resolution, as well as she's the

21

Corp. Counsel who's been negotiating the lease with

22

A&B Properties.

23

maybe she could provide her written opinion as to

24

your question, Mr. Hokama, regarding that County

25

Code that's referred to.

And r you know, I'm not sure if
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

That might help, Ms. Regan.

And

2

so, Chair, since the resolution particularly states

3

3.36.150, which says that this chapter does not

4

restrict Council.

5

law we are required to follow Sections 3.36.100 to

6

and including 3.36.140.

7

Corporation Counsel also deal with under subsection

8

C of .100, that the requests are solicited by rules

9

of the Committee, and so we would ask for a copy of

However, already in the Code by

I would ask that the

10

that rules of the Committee that supports this

11

solicitation.

12

under .120 that the Committee will be bearing the

13

responsibility yet that approximately on September

14

1st they will submit to us the valuation of this

15

program, if it goes forward, and not your office?

And is it our understanding still yet

16

MS. ARAKI - REGAN:

Sure.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Under the resolution, my last

18

comment would be -

19

resolution, Chair.

20
21
22

CHAIR TAVARES:

I'm sorry, that's it for on the

Okay, thank you.

Any other -- Mr. Mateo,

you were next.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Madam Chair,

23

Member Hokama referenced my concern on liability.

24

However, I'd like to follow up on one more question,

25

and this would be in regards to the current
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1

negotiating for one year.

2

available to you for extension periods, because no

3

reference is made to that, and to go into it with

4

only a one year with no options?

5

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

What options would be

There is an option to extend the lease,

6

and it's outlined in the license -- in the lease

7

agreement, which we can -- you know, we've been

8

negotiating up until like Friday afternoon the

9

existing lease agreement.

We've pretty much

10

finalized all terms, except for very minor terms.

11

We can provide you a copy of the lease agreement

12

which has that option to extend.

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you.

Yeah, I'd like a

14

copy of it, because it just seems that this is so

15

this is not specific.

16

so vague that it does leave questions as to I guess,

17

you know, concerns of liability needs, you know, I

18

needed to have that concern, in terms of extension

19

possibilities and options should have been --

20

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Right.

This is so general.

This is

Also, you know, the reason why

21

we're looking at it on a one-year basis is we'd like

22

to see how this pilot project turns out to be.

23

anticipate if there is as much popularity as we

24

as we expect, you know

25

for what we -- what we want to ideally do.

t

this may be a little small
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1

know, the various partners who have expressed so

2

much interest in being a part of this, that we're

3

just, you know, trying to occupy 1,600 square foot

4

unit at Maui Mall just to try and see how it is, and

5

that's why we're looking at it only for a year, but

6

if it is the appropriate size and it meets all of

7

our needs, then we'll look into extending it.

8

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

10

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

Any other -- what you just passed out to

12

us is actually -- it's the license agreements that

13

would be -- agreement that would be done with the

14

occupants of the place.

15

itself.

This is not for the place

That's a lease agreement.

16

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

Right.
So we don't have the lease agreement yet,

18

because you're still negotiating, is that what's

19

going on?

20

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Well, we're pretty much finalized on the

21

lease agreement.

It's just that, like I said, we've

22

been negotiating up until Friday afternoon.

23

lease agreement is

24

our budget already to enter into the lease

25

agreement.

But the

you know, we have monies in

What needs to go before Council for
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1

approval is the license agreement from -- according

2

to Corp. Counsel.

3
4

5
6

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, thank you.

So we won't be seeing

the lease agreement?
MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

We can provide you a copy once -- once,

you know, it's ready for --

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

8

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

When it's done?
everyone's execution.
But the Council doesn't have approving

10

authority for the -- for the lease, as you

11

understand.

Mr. Kim, is that correct?

12

MR. KIM:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

That's correct.
Okay, thank you.

I'm sorry, Mr. Kane, I'll yield,

since Mr. Kane didn't -CHAIR TAVARES:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

Question.

Mr. Hokama.

18

24

Okay, questions?

Oh, I'm sorry, I missed you.
No, no.

No, that's okay.

Oh, okay.
It wasn't
He can appreciate your seat now.

Yeah, you can appreciate my seat down

there, yeah, on the fringe.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Hokama.
So help us understand,
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1

then, since we won't see the lease agreement, what

2

portion of your budget are you utilizing for this

3

program and what have you chose not to do with the

4

funds that Council appropriated?

5

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Well, 100,000 was allocated thanks to

6

County Council and your efforts.

$100,000 was

7

allocated for small business promotion, and of which

8

approximately 40 percent -- 33 to 40 percent is set

9

aside of that 100,000 for this project.

In

10

comparison to last year's budget, which also was

11

100,000 for small business promotion, 50,000 of

12

which was allocated to Project East, and that's

13

something we're not going to pursue this year.

14

have enough monies in my budget to justify this, and

15

I believe in talking with the various organizations,

16

the business community, as indicated by the

17

testimonies that were provided, I believe that that

18

portion of monies for -- under small business

19

promotion is -- is a good use of County funds in

20

light of the number of businesses and entrepreneurs

21

we're gonna -- we anticipate helping.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you for that.

So I

Has you -- has

23

your office either through others or Mr. Young

24

thought it out whereby you're able to share with us

25

this morning what is accomplishable in the one year?
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1

Do you have some type of objective pro forma of what

2

this research one-stop center is to accomplish, the

3

numbers, or it's just a concept?

4

into a concept and not something that you're looking

5

at helping X number of potential start ups, you

6

expect certain successes, you expect X amount of job

7

creation?

8
9

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

You want us to buy

That's a good question, Mr. Hokama.

Jane Sawyer was here earlier, and I'm not sure if in

10

her packet of information she was able to provide

11

specific numbers as to Oahu's Small Business

12

Resource Center

13

have back in my office, you know, we're -- based on

14

Oahu's population as compared to ours

15

provide estimates based on Oahu's figures.

l

but based on the numbers that I

l

we can

16

According to this letter from Mr. Menendez,

17

the City's Small Business Resource Center has been

18

extremely successful and has served over 8,700

19

individuals, small businesses, and many

20

not-for-profit organizations on Oahu last fiscal

21

year.

22

to ours, you know, I think it would be reasonable to

23

estimate that maybe a little bit under a thousand

24

individuals/businesses would be served.

25

And so based on Oahu's population as compared

I anticipate a little bit more than that
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1

proportion{ to tell you frankly, primarily because

2

of the visibility and accessibility that the Maui

3

Mall retail center or retail unit will provide, as

4

opposed to Oahu's one.

5

in downtown, you know, I think people have to think

6

about actually going there, finding parking in the

7

multi-level parking structure, and actually wanting

8

to and having the sole intent to go to the center

9

for business services.

10

Oahu's one, despite it being

Whereas ours, you know, ours is going to be

11

in a retail site where, you know, people who just

12

got through having dinner or just went through --

13

finished shopping, you know, will come into our

14

our facility, especially with the County store, you

15

know, fronting the Business Resource Center.

16

think people who may not have had the intent of

17

coming into our center to obtain services will see

18

that Maui County is definitely open for business,

19

which is what we want to show the community and to

20

actually show the person who doesn't necessarily

21

have that intent on receiving services, to see the

22

services that are offered so that when they think

23

about starting a business or think about expanding

24

their business, they'll know that we're open to

25

serve them for free.

So, you know, even if I
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1

anticipate based on the numbers that Oahu's

2

provided, maybe a little under a thousand, I

3

anticipate a little more than that because of the

4

retail site that we're going to be situated in.

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So with that optimistic approach,

6

you expect this program to be weaned off in three

7

years, whereby it could operate without any County

8

funds?

9

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

You know, I would have to take a look at
I'm hoping

10

and evaluate after one year how it is.

11

that, you know, with the organizations stepping up

12

to the plate, with perhaps the retail store being

13

run

14

what we're incurring and intending to pay in the

15

first year.

16

weaned off within three years.

17

guarantee, but I'll definitely provide you a report

18

sometime in 2004 as to our success.

19

l

that we'll be able to offset more expenses than

I'm not sure if we can actually be

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

There's no

What do you expect to request from

20

Council for the next year's budget, since this

21

one-year agreement would dovetail into the next

22

fiscal year?

23
24
25

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

I'd be -- I'd be happy with 100,000, if

that's provided.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

For this program?
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1

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

No.

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

No, no, just for this program.

3

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

I think -- I think about the same

Oh.

4

amount.

5

Hokama, ideally is I'm looking to use this as a

6

pilot project to hopefully justify to the Federal

7

government as to our success and hopefully apply for

8

a grant to do something bigger and better, but I'm

9

not sure if I can do that by next year.

10
11

What we're trying to do, Councilmember

It's a long

process.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Uh-huh, I understand that.

Let me

12

ask you this question.

13

this Administration trying to do its part to change

14

I guess attitude of how Hawaii is being viewed at.

15

You know, we all read that article regarding

16

perception of what business climate is in Hawaii,

17

and obviously from how it was reported to the

18

people, it's how businesses look from the outside of

19

the State, look at the State.

20

basically done as far as how the State government

21

and its regulations deal with business in general.

22

How do you feel your efforts will make a difference

23

in perception for this County?

24
25

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

You know, I can appreciate

And I thought it was

Well, you know, I think this is just one

attempt to change the perception r but I think it's a
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totality of efforts on the Office of Economic

2

Development's part.

3

change the perception is by, you know t Mayor --

4

Mayor's appointing of someone like Kalbert Young to

5

serve as our Small Business Advocate to work with

6

the business communitYt new businesses as well as

7

existing businesses t to address some of the red tape

8

that's -- that's a problem within our government t

9

not only on the County level but State level.

10

I think one way to attempt to

You know t we've implemented, revitalized the

11

SCORE program to help businesses.

12

increase our on-line services.

13

DBEDT, DCCA, and so this one-stop business resource

14

center is just another way we can educate our

15

existing business communitYt new business communitYt

16

as well as our visitors who come in to maybe do some

17

business in the retail store, and we'll send the

18

message that t you know t we're a collaborative groupt

19

various partners doing various specific duties t but

20

we're all coming together to send a message that

21

Maui County's open for business.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

We're working to

We're working with

I'm happy to hear you say that t and

23

so let me finish my opportunity to ask some

24

questions regarding this at this time.

25

appear we have received -- or maybe you have
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verbally, but I expected a lot more supportive

2

statements or offers of assistance from the State

3

Business Economic Development Department.

4

I saw the letter from Department of Labor work force

5

Development, and that's fine, but it's interesting

6

that our number one State agency has not made a

7

comment to this Administration's efforts to

8

continue -- you know, because I've always believed

9

that Maui has tried to -- and I think you're

You know,

10

following the existing general plan in its mission

11

to encourage diversification in our economy.

12

So that's just a -- I just gave you a

13

statement, but let me bring it back to the County.

14

You're trying to do things that many of us in

15

general have supported in the past, through either

16

the funding of approvals or what not.

17

deal with this business climate perception when one

18

of our own departments, such as the Planning

19

Department, is viewed as an obstacle to economic

20

development for this County?

21

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

How do you

That's really tough, because, you know,

22

we're trying our best.

What we're hoping to do

23

through Mayor's efforts in working with the Planning

24

Department is to streamline the permitting process.

25

Mayor just mentioned it at a Director's meeting
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1

today in fact that that was one of his major goals

2

for the Planning Department to accomplish, and our

3

office is working closely to

as you know,

4

Mr. Hokama, we're working to

we're working with

5

the Planning Department to draft and show for your

6

approval the home occupation business ordinance,

7

which the Planning Department has taken an active

8

role in helping us put it together, but primarily I

9

think the permitting process is a definite problem

10

and we're working closely with the Planning

11

Department to -- and the Mayor's Office to

12

streamline that process.

13

So we're trying to do our end in, you know,

14

helping the business community because we hear the

15

business concerns.

16

necessarily -

17

and I think our office has to take a more proactive

18

role in voicing such concerns in trying to improve

19

the process to make it more business friendly.

20

You know, they don't

we're hearing the business concerns,

In terms of your question in

- about DBEDT,

21

we sought -

we spoke with the various -- Ted Liu,

22

who's Director of DBEDT is well aware of our project

23

and is in strong support of it.

24

reason why we didn't seek testimony from him is we

25

were just kind of working with the tenants who were

It's just that the
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1

going to be occupying it to get them to express

2

their support either orally or in written testimony

3

form.

4

get a written letter of support.

5

I can, if you so wish, talk to Mr. Liu and

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I just bring that up because it's

6

interesting the timing.

You know,

just last week we

7

had that report card of perception of our business

8

climate/ our business attitude, our business -- or I

9

should say lack of business support.

And so, you

10

know, you mentioned you looked at County properties.

11

Well, one way the State, they may not have the

12

financial resources/ but they may have financial

13

real property -- I mean State real property to

14

assist your efforts also, besides private ownership.

15

So thank you very much, Ms. Chair, for

16
17

letting me ask my questions.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

We have any other burning

18

questions?

19

schedule with our next item, but Mr. Kane/ go ahead.

20

Because I know we're running way over

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Madam Chair, if your intention is to

21

defer this item today, then I can defer my

22

questions.

23

detail with respects to the reso's language and just

24

to follow up some other questions, but if your

25

intention is to defer this item until a future

I just wanted to get into some more
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1

meeting, then I can hold up and prepare my questions

2

accordingly.

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

Yeah, actually, my recommendation was

4

going to be to file the resolution.

Because now

5

that we have -- we have a template of the license

6

agreements, I think that once they get it set up,

7

you just fill in the blanks with who these people

8

are, as you get them approved, and send them down.

9

Now that we've had, you know, a good session

10

regarding this one-stop center and we've heard from

11

the community that may be staffing it to provide the

12

resource, I

13

topic for discussion{ and I certainly applaud your

14

efforts in this area.

15

think it's good that we've had this

And I think we want to support something like

16

this, but I don't think we want to blanket approval

17

for license agreements.

18

responsible of us as Council members to do something

19

like that{ but having it before us to at least to

20

look at and review, then when they come up --- and

21

you can send them in bunch

22

will schedule it as soon as is possible.

23

just don't feel that's

I

t

that's fine, that we

Is it true -- yeah, it is true, we have to

24

approve the license agreements, right?

25

have authority to do that.

Yes.

So we

So I would -- I would
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1

say that once we -- now you don't have to start from

2

scratch when the first one comes in, because we will

3

already have an idea of what it is and who these

4

people are that will be providing resources.

5

that was going to be my intention today, and just

6

defer

7

whole thing without filing the resolution, but we

8

could defer the whole item.

9

defer the item.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So

I mean, we can defer the

If that's your intention,

10

Madam Chair, then there's no reason for me to pursue

11

the language of the reso.

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

Oh, okay.

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18
19

Because my concerns were similar to

yours, but I wanted to get into more detail --

15

17

All right.

Oh, okay.
-- on questioning the language of the

reso.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Kim, did you have

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And just one other final --

Oh, yes.

I'm sorry.

And just for clarification, because I

23

know it was responded to before.

The 100,000 in

24

small business promotions, I think Member Hokama

25

asked you about the funding source, and then you
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1

stated that 50,000 of that 100,000 was for Project

2

East and that's something that you folks will be

3

dropping; is that what you said?

4

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Yeah, that was -- that was a grant

5

agreement that was executed prior to my coming on

6

board in January.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

The other question is just to

8

get a better understanding, you

you cited this

9

project as being a pilot project.

So are we to

10

anticipate, based on its success, growth of this,

11

meaning perhaps a larger space, more funding for

12

resources via having more personnel inside this

13

office?

14

September 10th still working through the details

15

with respects to additional funding through grants

16

and donations to facilitate operational expenses,

17

but there hasn't been any up -- or you don't have

18

any update on that right now?

19

that's a question that you think we can have

20

answered now! I'd appreciate it?

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

MR. YOUNG:

And I know you talk about in your letter of

Or do you, and if

Thank you.

Go ahead.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

I would respond by

23

saying that we are continuing to work on developing

24

funding sources other than County funding, and the

25

ultimate goal of the Office of Economic Development
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1

is to make this project stand alone and not to

2

require additional funding through the County

3

budgeting process.

4

the private donations that we are -- have solicited

5

have finalized.

6

positive, one, I cannot tell you how much the

7

funding will be, to what degree it will -- it will

8

be, whether it will be continuous in years forward,

9

but we are positive about it.

10

However, at this time none of

So although I would say it looks

And as you may be aware, the current request

11

to fund this facility out of the OED budget is

12

really somewhere below 40 percent in the 35,000 to

13

40,000 dollar area, and that is only representative

14

of the lease requirements and the association dues.

15

The operational expenses, whereby utilities, phone

16

service, Internet connection, administrative costs,

17

et cetera to run the center will be still maintained

18

primarily through, you know, my office or whatever

19

the County pays for my services there, as well as

20

provided by the services of each of our partners who

21

are going to be volunteering time there, but each of

22

the partners are aware that they will be asked in

23

some way to contribute either through the -- some of

24

the operating expenses or to seek out private

25

donations as well to help facilitate the center.
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And if I could go back to Mr. Hokama's

2

question earlier about whether or not we'll be

3

coming back in the future for additional funding.

4

Again,

5

make this self sufficient, a lot depends on the

6

viability of the retail component, as that would

7

primarily be the critical input source for revenue

8

to fund the center.

9

successful, whereby we do need a larger space, the

10

current lease is only for one year with a one-year

11

extension.

12

be able to estimate, depending upon how we negotiate

13

any future leases.

14

I would reiterate that although we intend to

And if the center is so

So anything beyond two years we wouldn't

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Mr. Chair -- Madam Chair,

15

I'm sorry, the only other question I have -- and

16

again, it's maybe information if your decision is to

17

defer this agenda item, is to get more information

18

on the recurring costs that Honolulu has with

19

respects to keeping their operation in existence.

20

Since you folks did do some extensive research, I

21

would hope that you would have that information to

22

kind of give you a template of how it's going to be

23

here in comparison to what they're doing in

24

Honolulu.

25

ten-fold comparison and your anticipation of it

And I know that you folks have about the
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1

being a little better here, but looking at those

2

baseline costs.

3
4

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:
I

What's nice about Oahu's -- oh, could

--

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Yes.
Okay, thank you, Madam Chair.

What's

7

nice about Oahu's Business Resource Center is that

8

it's on City and County of Honolulu

9

and County owned property and in their own building.

it's a City

10

All they had to do -- I think there was a -- there

11

was an estimate of $400,000 being contributed by the

12

City and County to fix the building and unit to make

13

it usable by the various partners, but I believe

14

each of the various partners cover costs such as

15

telephone, utility, insurance, et cetera.

16
17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES:

I think we'd like that information in

writing, if you could, Lynn.

20

MS. ARAKI - REGAN:

Sure.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Also, Madam Chair.

Yes.
If we could just ask for an

24

attachment -- unless we have it somewhere else

25

the MEDB report of 1999.

I don't know if we have
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1

that somewhere else in our files, but if not, that

2

would have been nice to have been attached to your

3

September 10th letter, really, since you reference

4

it as a basis for this whole move, so that we can

5

see that.

6
7

S

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

Is there an executive summary for that

report?
MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

It's a lengthy document.

What I can do

is provide you -- do you want the whole report or do

10

you want just the section that talks about the

11

Business Resource Center?

12
13
14
15

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That probably would be better for us,

Madam Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Fine, Lynn, yeah, that would help save us

some trees.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just that section that it's relevant

17

to.

lS

MS. ARAKI - REGAN:

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Sure.
Okay, thank you.

Okay, Mr. Nishiki.

Yeah, thank you.

Lynn, I think

21

I'm particularly concerned with taking money from a

22

project that perhaps we were going to do and now

23

pursuing this project.

24

history of what kind of benefits, Madam Chairman,

25

we've been giving to certain property owners and who

I think when I look at past
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1

probably controls most of the areas of business

2

where our businesses situate, I would have hoped

3

that you would have gone into trying to establish

4

such an area that you are going to -- and with the

5

landowner, did you ever ask that they in writing off

6

for their taxes provide this for the County, in lieu

7

of the fact that we're going to promote businesses

8

here in Maui County, so therefore asking for write

9

off and perhaps getting this place for no rent

10
11
12
13

charge at all?
MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

I -- you know, we of course attempted

to -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

No, was there -- was that ever

14

asked, that question, in lieu of what we saw for the

15

future for businesses?

16

MS. ARAKI-REGAN;

Yes, especially in light of the service

17

center being occupied -- as renting space within

18

Maui Mall to house the service center.

19

definitely one thing we attempted to do.

That's

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

22

mentioned.

23

talking with Chubby just earlier, he mentioned $1

24

less per square foot that they offered, and they're

25

doing this in light of -- you know t

No.

And the answer was no?
They gave us a deal, as I

It's well below market price.

In

they're wanting
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1

to give back to the community.

2

good project.

3

increase in potential traffic to Maui Mall as a

4

result of our Business Resource Center.

5

They see this as a

At the same time, they see the

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So the -- in regards to my

6

question to you, you did not ask them for an

7

outright donation of the space because of what we're

8

trying to do with businesses?

9

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

We asked for the best deal they can

10

provide us.

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

12

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

item?

And it wasn't free?

No.
Thank you.

Thank you.

Any other questions on this

If not, Members, my recommendation

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chair.

Oh r yes.
Are you including the request -- in

19

your request to the office a financial breakdown as

20

best as possible?

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

Yes, we will.

And if you think of any

22

other questions, Members, you know, later on, please

23

submit them to our Analyst, Lance Taguchi, and we

24

can make sure that we have those questions all

25

written out for OED to respond to.

Okay.
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1

my recommendation is to defer this item, with no

2

objection.

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (Excused: DPK)

5

6
7

ACTION:

No objections.

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you very much,

Lynn and Kalbert --

8

MS. ARAKI - REGAN:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.
-- for being here, and we will look

10

forward to seeing the other -- the leases come

11

forward, as well as the answers to these questions.

12

MS. ARAKI - REGAN:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.
All right, at this time we're going to

14

take a short break so that MECO can set up their

15

presentation for us.

16

total, I guess, about there.

It's relatively short,

17

so we'll come back at 11:15.

Okay, thank you.

18

Recess.

19

RECESS:

20

RECONVENE:

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

meeting.

23

They have about a half hour in

(Gavel) .

11: 04 a.m.
11:15 a.m.

(Gavel).

We'll be reconvening the

ITEM NO. 13: MAUl SOLAR ROOF INITIATIVE PROGRAM
(C.C. No. 03-207)

24

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

And at this time we're going to darken the
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1

room somewhat and have the presentation by Joanne

2

Ide from Maui Electric on the Solar Roofs Initiative

3

and how the program has run in its inaugural year,

4

which was -- has ended June 30th of

5

MS. IDE:

one year.

6

7

Well, actually September -- end of September was

CHAIR TAVARES:

End of September, okay, end of September.

8

So I'd like to turn it over to Joanne and to

9

Mr. Kealoha, Brian

10

and they'll run us through this

l

little presentation.

11

Note:

PowerPoint presentation.

12

MS. IDE:

Okay, thank you for inviting us here.

13

morning --

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

15

MS. IDE:

Good

Good morning.

Chair Tavares and Committee Members.

I'm

16

Joanne Ide.

17

Resource Plan -- Planning and Customer Efficiency

18

Programs, and it's nice to be here again.

19

start, I'd like to thank you for

20

Council for approving an additional $100,000 in

21

funding for the Maui Solar Roofs Initiative Program,

22

and that will bring the total amount of funding up

23

to $350,000.

24
25

I oversee Maui Electric's Integrated

Before I

- and the full

I'd also like to thank Lynn Araki-Regan -too bad she left -- and also Traci Villarosa for
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1

working with us so we'll be able to receive the

2

money as a grant from OED.
Okay, I think what you have in front of you

3
4

is actually a status report or a quality report that

5

takes it up to the ending of September, but what I'm

6

going to do today is present it all the way to the

7

ending of October.

8

October, and that makes it about a year and a month,

9

we have 168 applications that we received.

So so far, through the end of

118

10

applications have been approved and 18 have been

11

denied for various reasons, such as unacceptable

12

payment history, they're not the resident owners of

13

the property, or they have gas water heating.

14

11 applications are on the waiting list.

15

$250,000 from Fiscal Year 2003 is presently

16

committed to the approved applicants.

17

And

All of the

And to just give you an idea of the income

18

distribution of the applicants, of the 118

19

applicants that have been approved, 104 systems are

20

completed and installed, and 45 of the 118

21

applicants are below the median income for Maui

22

county.

23

Of the 45, 40 signed loans are with applicants with

24

income less than 80,000

25

the median income.

Back in 2001, the median income was 57,000.

11m sorry, 80 percent of

And just FYI, the median number
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of people in the household is three and a half.
And the fund status, the initial grant was

2

3

250,000, that was from Fiscal Year 2003, and the

4

Maui County Council approved an additional $100,000

5

to fund in Fiscal Year 2004.

6

October 2002, and all of the $250,000 from Fiscal

7

Year 2003 is presently committed to the approved

8

applicants.

9

the first six months, we had an income restriction,

10

which was it had to be -- for your household income

11

it would have to be 100 percent of the median

12

income.

13

income restriction was lifted, and by mid-May we

14

were fully subscribed.

15

The program started in

Just another bit of information, for

So by the time we hit I believe April, the

We're currently awaiting for the receipt of

16

the additional $100,000 from the County.

17

mentioned earlier, this is going to be in the form

18

of a grant from OED.

19

us 44 more installations.

20

to this, with the income coming in from the loan

21

payments, we can

22

additional applicants a month.

23

And as I

And this $100,000 will allow
With the -- before I get

- we can approve about one to two

Okay, back in June when we last spoke in

24

front of your Committee Council member Nishiki asked

25

us a question about the penetration of solar water
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1

heating systems in new home construction.

Since

2

1996, MECO has installed over 4,900 solar water

3

heaters.

4

1,600 have been on new single family homes.

5

penetration of solar water heaters installed on new

6

single family homes started out at a small 1.5

7

percent in 1996, at the inception of our solar water

8

heating program, and as of last year, 2002, that

9

penetration has increased to approximately 50

And out of the 4,900 installations, about
The

10

percent.

This year, just kind of taking a look at

11

the numbers now, that 53 percent has actually

12

increased, and we'll have an update I guess next

13

year.
And I just wanted to show you one of the

14

15

happy families.

16

think our first families that got the approval of

17

a -

18

do you have any questions at this time?

In fact this is one of our

of the loan, and this is the Howanics.

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

20

MS. IDE:

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

I

Okay,

Is that all of your slides?

That was it.
Okay, thank you.

If you just stay in your

22

seats, Members, we'll just have the lights come on

23

and we'll raise the screen now and we can have

24

questions from the Members.

25

Thank you, Members.

Formally I will ask if
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1

there is anyone who wishes to testify, and seeing,

2

none, Members, with no objection, I will close

3

public testimony.

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

overview, and it was succinct and to the point.
Members, do you have any questions regarding

8
9

10

Okay, testimony is closed.

All right, thank you for that short little

6
7

No objection.

what was presented today or about the Solar Roofs
Initiative Program?

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

One question, please.

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

OkaYI

Mr. Hokama.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Followed by Mr. Kane.
What is your understanding this

16

morning of your ability to receive that additional

17

$100,000?

18

MS. IDE:

We're currently working with OED to get that

19

additional $100,000 as a grant.

20

going with that is we would actually have to show

21

proof that we approved an applicant and that the

22

money was spent before we have to request a

23

reimbursement.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Where we're kind of

Can you help us understand that

you spend the money first and then this grant
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program is a reimbursement?
MS. IDE:

Yeah, that's how the -- the applicant will put

3

in an application with us/ and providing everything

4

checks out like income and good credit with MECO/ we

5

can approve the application.

6

applicant is then supposed to go out to like a/ you

7

know/ contractor and get a quote and so forth.

8

once we have the quote back from the contractor and

9

know how much this is going to cost/ we can show

And at that time/ the

So

10

that to the Office of Economic Development as proof

11

of spending the money/ so at that time we can then

12

ask for reimbursement.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

MS. IDE:

Is that how the first 250

No/ it wasn't.

The first $250/000 was provided

15

lump sum and we put it into an account and we could

16

work off the account.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah/ that was our understanding of

18

the -- of the program.

19

presented us, 44 applications that went through the

20

process are approved/ they've secured their

21

contractor/ then you can ask the County for the

22

$100,OOO?

23
24
25

MS. IDE:

So -- so if you have, as you

No, you can only ask -- oh/ wait, yeah/ if it

was 44 all one time?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah.
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But they're going to allow us to ask for it as

2

it comes in.

3

get all 44 to request the total amount.

4
5

So we're not going to wait until we

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

That was interesting

news for me.

6

MS. IDE:

Ideally we'd like to get the money up front.

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

That was our -- that was my

8

understanding of supporting it and asking Council to

9

approve that funding request, so thank you for that

10

information.

11

MS. IDE:

You're welcome.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Madam Chair.

Mr. Kane.
Can we call Ms. Regan to come back so

15

that we can pose some questions to OED with

16

respects -- I think we're all interested to hear why

17

there was a change

18

change was initiated by the Office of Economic

19

Development as far as from a lump sum, the 250 which

20

we initially approved, to the next one, it was

21

something that -- the change was made where and by

22

who?

23

MS. IDE:

or that change was it

that

I'm not sure if OED initiated it, but I know in

24

the end we were told that it would go through OED as

25

a grant.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

How did it go with the 250,OOO?

How

was that worked out?

3

MS. IDE:

It's worked out really well.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But as far as process-wise, how --

5

how was the monies given to you folks and through

6

who?

7

MS. IDE:

Oh, we got it through the Finance Director, the

8

Department of Finance as a check of $250,000 in

9

which we could put that -- deposit that check into

10

an account that we hold.

11

applications and get I guess verification that the

12

system is installed or about to be installed, we can

13

then, you know, cut that portion of the loan check

14

to the -- I guess we pay it to the contractor.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

As we approve the

And so you're not aware of why the

16

change in the process where it was changed from

17

Director of Finance disbursement to -- on a

18

reimbursement through Economic Development?

19

not aware of how that change took place?

20

MS. IDE:

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

You're

No, not me personally, but I can find out.
We'll find out from this end.
Thank you.

Thank you.

The other question I

have, Madam Chair.

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

Yes, Mr. Kane, go ahead.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just from the numbers from what you
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stated, actually you gave us percentages.

2

there was a 1.5 penetration -- and this is in

3

response to Mr. Nishiki's question posed to you

4

folks -- to over 50 percent and I think this was '03

5

or '04.

6

MS. IDE:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

In 1996

It was in 2002.
2002, thank you.

So what does that

8

work out to in actual numbers?

So that 1.5 percent

9

in '96, how many homes are you talking about, number

10

of homes that were impacted by this?

11

in other words, are you able to convert it to number

12

of homes with those percentages?

13
14

MS. IDE:

I guess -- in fact we provided a letter to Chair

Tavares back in August, I think, and

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

MS. IDE:

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

I don't think it's in here.
Oh, okay, we don't have it in our --

because I don't remember that.
MS. IDE:

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

front of you?

25

What's the date of that letter?

August 7th.

20

24

And then -- so

MS. IDE:

Okay.

I can get you a copy.
Actually, I don't remember it either.
Anyway, you have those numbers in

Yes, I do.

OkaYI let's see, back in 1996 that

1 1/2 percent came out to like six installations of
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1

solar water heaters in new construction, and your

2

denominator would be like 496.

It started to

3

increase.

- okay,

4

consolidated, this is for all three islands, 315

5

installations in new construction and the number of

6

new single family homes was 592.

Say in 2002 we have

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

MS. IDE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Correct.

10

MS. IDE:

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

MS. IDE:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MS. IDE:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

MS. IDE:

18

CHAIR TAVARES:

19

That's the denominator?

592?

Yes.
You had -And that is '02?

I'm sorry.

Yes.
Yeah, I'm sorry.

In 2002.
Joanne.

Yes.
You have that little table handy?

I mean,

can we just --

20

MS. IDE:

Oh, sure.

21

CHAIR TAVARES:

22

MS. IDE:

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

-- get a copy of that?

I have it right here.
Okay.

Okay.

Because that's what I think we were

24

interested in.

So according to my -- the Analyst

25

here the letter was with another item that got filed
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1

earlier in the term here.

2

questions, Mr. Kane?

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'm good for now t until if we can

have the presence of Ms. Regan.

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

8

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

9

OkaYt any other

Ms. Regan's on her way up.
Thank you.

Any other questions?

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you t Madam Chair.

The change in

process, had that hindered or hampered the

10

application process insofar as how you guys were

11

handling the applicants in reviewing their -- their

12

I guess availability to participate?

13

MS. IDE:

It's kind of stalled the process.

We expected

14

to be able to do more advertising and get more

15

applicants at the beginning of October, which would

16

be, you know, the next year's funding.

17

don't have the grant approved yet but are very

18

close, we have -- we've kind of pulled back on

19

advertising as well as telling our contractors who

20

do a lot of selling the project for us to kind of

21

hold off on it.

22

turn in applications, what you have to tell them is

23

they're going to have to wait.

24

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

25

MS. IDE:

Because we

Because if you have applicants who

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.

welcome.
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1

CHAIR TAVARES:

Any other questions?

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama.

You keep mentioning October, and

3

I'll ask there's a reason why?

4

year begins July 1st, so, you know, we're looking at

5

almost half -- half of the budget year already

6

lapsing.

7

MS. IDE:

You know t our money

Yeah, we consider I guess the start of our

8

program to be from September.

That's when we

9

started it last year, by the time everything was up

10

and running and we were taking applications, so

11

September -- well, October 1st of 2002 to like the

12

end of September of this year, and then our hope is

13

that the next set of funding would come in so we

14

could actively take applications in the beginning of

15

the second year of the program.

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Have you discussed -- has your

17

company discussed trying to apply for it so that

18

July you could have put in your request for the

19

funds?

20

request for the funds?

21

understand.

22

MS. IDE:

Were you told to defer putting in the
Just so that we can

It's been a -- kind of a long process to

23

actually put it through the grant.

You know, it's

24

been a lot of back and forth between the company and

25

OED, and not just between, say, you know, us and
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1

them, but both sides' Corporate Counsels as well to

2

make sure the contract actually looks okay in the

3

applications.

4
5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

But you're already an ongoing

program, so I would assume --

6

MS. IDE:

Correct.

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

-- that unless you've made

8

changes -- and we've been receiving the quarterly

9

reports.

You have performed satisfactory to the

10

County, since it was -- also came in as an

11

additional year's request for further funding.

12

MS. IDE:

There's been a slight change.

What we wanted to

13

do this go-around was change it so that we could

14

kind of ensure that at least

15

of the funding would go to, you know, median income

16

or below.

17

memorandum of agreement is currently.

18

some point it's open to all.

19

chose to make it at least 50 percent.

20

at least 50 percent

And that's not how we currently -- our

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

You know

t

So the second year we

I commend you for that.

I think

21

that is the area that for myself I have wanted to

22

support, so I appreciate your company's approach.

23

MS. IDE:

at

And it's not just 50/50.

It's

you can

24

have -- as long as you have people in that, you

25

know t median income or below

t

they'll always bubble
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up to the top.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you very much for your

answers.

4

MS. IDE:

You're welcome.

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

While we're on that subject -- well, maybe

6

it's not for you.

Maybe we'll turn this over to ask

7

a question of OED, but maybe, Joanne

8

about this part.

9

were looking into or that there was going to be a

I

you would know

I had heard at one time that we

10

possibility that non-profit organizations' houses or

11

whatevers would be eligible for this loan program.

12

Do you know anything about that and what the status

13

of that is?

14

MS. IDE:

Right.

Currently we're trying to work with the

15

Section 8 housing.

Right now with

I guess

16

it's -- our plan was to set aside some of the funds

17

to work with the Section 8 housing.

18

actually do the applicants -- you know, right now

19

it's -- you have to be the owner occupant of the

20

home.

21

have to actually own the home, but our contract

22

would be with the owner of the home.

We would

This other way, Section 8 housing, you don't

23

So with this Section 8 housing, the idea was

24

that -- and we're still kind of working with Milton

25

Ito folks, and the -- you know how we have it where
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1

35 percent is kind of like the down payment for what

2

the owner would put up and maybe they would get it

3

back through their tax return.

4

percent would be coming possibly actually from the

5

county funds and MECO would still throw in that, you

6

know, thousand dollar rebate.

Well, that 35

And as far as repayment of the loan, that

7
8

would be coming through like the differential that

9

Section 8 housing gets with and without a solar

10

water heater.

11

So the contract would really be with MECO and the

12

homeowner, the unit owner.

13

hear back from I believe HUD in Honolulu whether

14

that's going to work.

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

That would be coming from the owner.

We're still waiting to

Well, I hope you continue to pursue it,

16

because I believe that's another area that we were

17

very much interested in at the time.

18

program back when, and it was like let's do this

19

one -- this part first before we get too complicated

20

in the other parts.

We started the

I just wanted to ask, Brian, did you have any

21
22

comments you wanted to make?

23

free to come join us.

24

MR. KEALOHA:

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

I mean, please feel

No.
Oh, you're just a technician today, huh?
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1

MR. KEALOHA:

Yeah.

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

All right.

Ms. Araki-Regan, we had a question that came

3
4

up or it was in discussion that the grant -- the

5

$100,000 grant for the Solar Roof Initiatives is

6

being done on a reimbursement system, instead of on

7

a straight out lump sum grant to Maui Electric,

8

which was the way the previous grant had been

9

handled.

10

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Do you know any background on this part?
Well, the whole purpose of the grant

11

agreement was not to do it on a reimbursement basis.

12

What you could do is have Maui Electric submit

13

documentation that this is how much they need for

14

this period or for this month and what we can do is

15

issue a check thereafter and then you submit reports

16

to us as you've done in the past on a quarterly

17

basis.

18

I think -- I think the grant agreement was

19

changed from a contract merely because our office,

20

you know, does -- does grants and we don't normally

21

execute contracts, nor does our office handle any

22

contracts.

23

the other grants that we -- we work on.

24

believe in talking with Monnie Gay, who was the

25

Grants Administrator from our office, as well as

This is the one that is
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1

Corp. Counsel, that was the recommendation, was that

2

because all the other grantees are provided monies

3

in the form of a grant, that this be done likewise.

4

Because there's no other grantee who gets a lump sum

5

without, you know, any

any documentation

6

beforehand.

that's why we changed it.

So that's

And the reason why it's taking so long,

7

8

unfortunately, is because this is the first time

9

we're entering into the grant agreement, there were

10

changes that MECO had to make to the grant

11

agreement, which we agreed upon, and now it's being

12

circulated for signature.

13

think hopefully by the end of this week the grant

14

agreement should be fully completed.

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, thank you.

And now I believe -- I

Are there any more

16

questions for Joanne?

17

kind of hang out for a little bit.

18

MS. IDE:

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, thank you.

You can

Okay, thank you.
I guess I don't know, Mr. Hokama, if this

20

belongs in your area or not, but I do have a problem

21

with this grant not being a lump sum grant.

22

reason that I scheduled this topic in my Committee

23

was to receive the quarterly reports to see the

24

progress of how the taxpayers' monies were being

25

spent through this particular program.
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1

almost sounds like a duplication of service -- a

2

duplication of activities if we were doing it and

3

now OED is going to require that there be like, you

4

know, installments.

5

grant, right?

6

first and then you get the next set of monies; is

7

that what happens?

8

MS. ARAKI -REGAN:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

10

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

I guess it's an installment

You show what you did with the money

Well
Or the theory behind it?
Like if there were 25,000 that were

11

needed for over the next two months, I mean, you

12

know, at least show that l okaYI the 25 / 000 -- I mean

13

we need to be accountable to our taxpayers.

14

coming out of our office, you know, we're going to

15

have to answer to the Cost of Government Commission

16

along with MECO, and we just -- rather than issuing

17

$100,000 right there l I meanl you know

18

done with other grantees

19

and hope -- and hope that they provide us reports.

20

We have them show proof or justification for the

21

monies being necessary at this time and then we just

22

issue a check a couple days later.

23

process once the grant is fully executed and

24

approved.

25

within a week a check is issued by the Department of

l

1

If it's

I think as

we don't just issue monies

It's a quick

Once the documentation is received,
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Finance with my other grantees.

2

You know, like MVB as an example, they

3

receive $3.6 million from the County.

4

issue a check for 3.6 million.

5

know, if the monies are being used as budgeted, you

6

know, make sure they receive -- you know, make sure

7

that they send us reports, or else we won't provide

8

any additional monies.

9

we answer to the Cost of Government when there is a

10

question and we're just trying to be accountable --

11

more accountable to our taxpayers.

12
13
14

CHAIR TAVARES:

We don't just

We need to see, you

We need to be accountable

You bring up the MVB as an example.

does MVB get their grant?
MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

How

Is it quarterly?

Actually, the 3.6 million, whenever

15

monies are being requested, they submit a letter

16

along with invoices justifying that amount of

17

funding to be provided to them.

18

period could be 100,000, the other 25,000.

19

varies.

20

It's whenever they have invoices to

21

that's when they send us documentation.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

So one -- one
It

It's not quarterly, weekly, or monthly.

Okay.

- to be paid,

Thank you for that information.

23

It's a lot different than what I had envisioned was

24

where these things went.

25

need to talk with the Finance Director and also to

I think we'll probably
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look at how the grants done under Human Concerns are

2

done, because I don't think it's done this way

3

either.

4

funds! still be accountable! and yet not make more

5

work for either the recipient or the administrative

6

department.

7

that you're doing.

And we need to find a way to disburse these

You know, there should be a set thing

8

Just like our quarterly budget reviews! I

9

mean what if the Council did that, if we did the

10

County budget by quarters or you tell us what your

11

bills are going to be and we'll dole it out to you

12

as you submit invoices?

13

work for us because it's hard to plan.

14

see us doing a stricter monetary management of money

15

when it's a new entity that's coming in that hasn't

16

been proven yet, but when the case of -- when this

17

particular case on the Solar Water Heating Roofs

18

Initiative, I think that the -

19

grant funds has clearly demonstrated that they're

20

able to handle this.

21

I don't think that would
And I can

the recipient of

And that when people have to wait -- if they

22

get on an application, then they have to wait to

23

find out if they're going to be approved, I mean

24

that wait costs that person money.

25

day that you don't have a solar water heater, you're

Because every
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1

paying more money to heat your water.

So it is

2

money for our recipients on the other end.
So I -- you know, pardon me if I'm beginning

3
4

to sound passionate about this, but we've got to

5

find a better way to get this -- this bureaucracy

6

and these little things covered so that everyone is

7

accountable when they should be and yet we provide

8

the service that's needed for our community and for

9

the recipients and that you have time to concentrate

10

on other areas, rather than looking at these

11

invoices as they come in or however it works out.

12

So we'll try to get to the bottom of this somehow

13

and try to find a simpler way.

14

I mean, we talk about, you know,

15

fast-tracking permits, we've got to fast track some

16

of these things, perhaps.

17

to explain to us, Lynn.

18

Are there any questions for Ms. Araki-Regan at this

19

point?

20

So I thank you for coming
I really appreciate it.

Mr. Mateo.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Madam Chair t not a question but --

wellt let me just ask

22

did -- did Maui

23

that this new process is creating a problem for them

24

insofar as it -- you know t like taking longer to

25

deal with the processing process?

YOU t

then.

In the transition

21

ectric ever contact you and say
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MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

WeIll

I don't think we had a discussion
I mean

they had a couple

2

solely to discuss that.

3

questions just because it was obviously different

4

from the contract process, but I don't think the

5

delay is necessarily because it's a grant as opposed

6

to a contract.

7

changes had to be made at the onset

8

obviously there were amendments to the document.

9

And after we -- you know, I think the whole problem

l

Unfortunately, because certain
l

you know,

10

is the fact that we have to deal with so many

11

different agencies.

12

If it was a contract

I

I think we would have

13

the same maybe not as extensive

14

the contract terms wouldn't change as drastically as

15

from a contract to a grant

16

inevitable delay when it has to be reviewed by Corp.

17

Counsell the Grant Review Committee, similar as to a

18

contract.

19

it's a grant it's taking a long time.

20

year, if and when we go through the grant agreement

21

process, you know, the terms that we agreed upon in

22

the grant agreement would be same

23

same as this year.

24

because it's a grant as opposed to a contract.

25

hope that makes sense.

I

a~

a delay, because

but there is an

So it's not so much that it's because

- would be the

So I don't think the delay is
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Well, let me ask one more question,

2

maybe of Corp. Counsel.

3

a contract, who determines at a later point that it

4

can be converted into -- into a grant?

5

MR. KIM:

That I don't know.

If something is approved as

I don't know the answer to

6

that question about transforming a contract into a

7

grant.

8
9

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Well, initially if we establish the

contract with Maui Electric and provided X amount of

10

dollars and that contract was to be administered by

11

OED's Office, and OED now determines that it should

12

be operated like a grant process, who makes that

13

kind of determination?

14

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Well, Corp. Counsel approves the

15

documentation as to legality and form, and so before

16

any documentation is forwarded to MECO for

17

signature, or to any grantee for that matter, Corp.

18

Counsel needs to approve it.

19
20

MR, KIM:

The question was going from a contract to a

grant process.

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

MR. KIM:

Existing contract.

Right, and I don't know that answer,

I think it

23

was on a suggestion that after the contract had run

24

and additional monies was needed to further the

25

program, they decided to do a grant.
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1

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

2

MR. KIM:

Grant instead.

Yeah, and I believe it came from the program

3

administrator, so probably from Monnie Gay.

4

only surmising.

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'm

I don't know.

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Kane.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

To follow up

8

on your comment, Madam Chair, about getting to the

9

bottom of it, perhaps you as the Chair of this

10

Committee can write a letter requesting -- because I

11

don't think it's Ms. Araki-Regan's --

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

Call.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

position I think to answer the

14

question that needs to be asked, and that is if

15

there's any supporting documentation that would help

16

us understand why that decision was made to change

17

from the Director of Finance having the

18

responsibility of doing the $250,000 lump sum.

19

then it was made a difference to now go under the

20

Office of Economic Development, who made that

21

decision?

22

Administration to do that change?

23

was there any documentation there to I guess back up

24

why they made that decision to do so?

25

And

And is it a policy decision of the
And if anything,

I mean was there anything there that said,
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1

you know what, it's not working the right way or

2

it's -- you know, some inefficiency in the program?

3

Whatever it was -- and I'm not going to speculate.

4

I would hope that we could get a letter off to the

5

Administration to respond to that so that we can

6

understand once and for all why the change was made,

7

and then it seems like we have some issues with --

8

with now how it's functioning now.

9

there's -- because of a different process, the

It seems that

10

function is different and it seems like there's

11

creating some -- some -- some hampering -- you know,

12

it's hampering -- it's hampering its effectiveness.

13

So however you and your Staff --

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

I think

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.
Chair, can put together a letter,

Yes, I totally agree, Mr. Kane.

You know,

18

when we worked on the budget/ we put in -- I believe

19

there was a proviso on this grant that the quarterly

20

reports be submitted to Finance, which in turn is

21

transmitted to us.

22

control on this both at the Finance level and on our

23

level, because we made it a proviso in the budget.

24

And if we see anything questionable, we always have

25

the power to audit anything that's in our -- you

So there is a way -- there is a
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1

know! in our budget.

So I will try to get this

2

straightened out, and we'll send a letter and try to

3

get some answers.

4

easier for everybody as long as people are

5

responsible and accountable, and it's just a

6

determination of how that accountability is going to

7

happen.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Because we need to make this

Thank you.

I just wanted to make a point, if I may,

10

Madam Chair.

11

delay is not because of the transformation from a

12

contract to a grant.

13

provided us grant -

14

agreements are also waiting, and it's because of --

15

I think the main problem at least now is the

16

transition.

17

place who'S assigned to Economic Development.

18

was the one reviewing a lot of the grant agreements

19

before the transition, and I think with the new

20

Corp. Counsel in place there'S been, you know, a

21

significant amount of more delay than if there was

22

no transition.

23

agreement has nothing to do with the delay, I don't

24

think, at this point.

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

I wanted to re-emphasize that the

A lot of the grantees who have
who have signed grant

We have a new Corporation Counsel in
Traci

So the fact that it's now a grant

Thank you for that explanation, and we'll
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1

find the stuff to make it happen better and more

2

efficient use of everyone's time.

3

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama.

Chair, just two comments, which

4

more than likely one will turn into a request.

5

would say that regarding audit, I am very open and

6

we have budgeted accordingly.

7

would pass a financial review audit, one way is we

8

may need to do a performance audit on how the County

9

processes contracts and grants, and we may need to

10

make revisions to reflect the current situation or

11

future situations.

12

might be deemed appropriate.

13

Chairman, is very open to that consideration.

14

I think the second thing, besides what

I

While I believe this

So maybe a performance audit
And I, as your Finance

15

Mr. Kane asked, we may want to -- you may want to

16

consider, Chair, a letter to our independent

17

auditor, whether or not by contract to Council he

18

sees any financial concerns in the way we process or

19

if there's a change in processing.

20

reporting problem from an independent auditor's

21

point of view?

22

and responsibility back to the taxpayers?

23

so, I think that information might be helpful for us

24

as we move forward.

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Would it be a

Can we still ensure accountability

Thank you.

We will follow up on that.
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Any other comments?
Okay, my intention, Members, is that we will

2
3

file this item.

And I thank Maui Electric for

4

providing the update.

5

receiving -- and actually we got a sneak preview of

6

the first quarter report that's going to come

7

through Council, and we can deal with that again on

8

the Council floor.

9

the work that you are doing.

But I commend Maui Electric for

10

advertisements.

11

stuff is really good.

12

cute.

13

Now, we are going to be

I see the

And whoever does your layouts and
It catches your eye.

They're

People are reading them.
And I'd like to see the program expanded so

14

that we're making sure we're keeping -- that we can

15

afford to -- afford this to the HUD recipients, also

16

to non-profit organizations who have buildings that

17

are being solar heated -- I mean that are not being

18

solar heated that should be solar heated and

19

other

20

really could benefit from some electrical savings

21

but can't afford to put that capital money up front.

22

So I think in the next budget cycle, Members, we'll

23

be considering this Solar Roofs Initiative to

24

continue or not.

25

- others like that in our community who

I am concerned about the number of new
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installations and the percentages and stuff.

So,

2

you know, I'll be looking at that, and if you folks

3

have any ideas about that sort of thing, then we can

4

discuss that further under another item in this

5

Committee or maybe it's going to be an item in the

6

Public Works Committee under the Building Code.
So I appreciate your attention on this

7
8

matter.

I thank the Maui Electric folks for giving

9

us the updates and congratulate you on a really

10

successful program, and we're happy we as a County

11

undertook this, and continue to do the good work

12

that you're doing.

13

Okay, anything else, Members?

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Madam Chair.

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Second.

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

There's a motion and a second to

Oh, yes, Mr. Kane.
Moving to file EED-13.

Oh, yes, okay.

Okay.

20

file the item.

All those -- any discussion?

21

those in favor, say "aye."

22

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

Opposed say "no."

24
25
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1

2
3

VOTE: AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Carroll, Hokama, Kane,
Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair Tavares.
None.
None.
None.
None.

4

MOTION CARRIED.
5

6

ACTION:
CHAIR TAVARES:

All right, any other announcements?

7

8
9

FILING of communication.
Carried unanimously. Thank you, Mr. Kane.

this meeting is adjourned.
ADJOURN:

(Gavel) .

11: 53 a.m.

10
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2

C E R T I F I CAT E
STATE OF HAWAI I
SS.

3

4

CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervisioni that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 9th day of December, 2003, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.

18
19

20
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21
22
23
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